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In his landmark study oj U. S. nonpublic schools, published In 1972,

Kraushaar indicated that nonpublic school enrollment crested in 1965, and

had been declining ever since. As is well known, enrollment has been

diminishing in most of the nation's public schools as well, during recent.

years (Table 32A). The present study is one of several commissioned by

the National Institute of Education (NIE) during 1975-76. The apparent in-

tention of the several investigations was to obtain a reasonably quick and

accurate" picture of recent and projected enrollment trends in public and

'nonpublic seheols,-along with analyses of the most plausible reasons for

those trends. As well as being.informative in their own right, the, inves-'

tigations might provide a basis for more extensive, conclusive research.

More specifically, the work reported in this paper was conducted in

response to a request from NIE for an inquiry into re'tent and projected en-

rollment trends, and the most.plausible causes and.conseqdences,thereof,

in theanation'A nonpublic schools. The temporal and 'fiscal limitations of

#
rife study ruled-put a systematic national survey of nonpublic schools,

along with the data that could be acquired only by such means. For example,

since it was Xot possible to ask a systematic sample of parents about their

reasons for patronizing nonpublic schools, we were forced to rely An this'

connection,upon previous studies and upon perceptions which regional and

national leaders of various groups of nonpublic schoàls were willing to share

with us. Though it seems reasonable to assume that these,leaders would know

a great deal about what attracts or repels the patrons of their schools,

thpir_kpnwledge is not as trustworthy as first-hand reports from patrons
_

themselves, and under some circuffistances leaders might tend to .de-emphasize

motivations of an embarrassing sortsuch as racial prejudice in some

schools. In other respects (e.g., national enr011ment trend's), there is
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every reason to believe that national. agent:jos' of various nonpublic school

.groups can provide more reliable data than we could obtain on our'oWn. For

instance, the National Catholic Education Association's data bank has been

refining and improving its impressive data-acquisition capacities for

several years.

The important point for the reader to keep in mind is simply this:

Whereas we have acquired and analyzed a great deal of interesting and pro-

vocative informlation, there are several respects in which we are not report-

ing here the study we would have done if given adequate time and money. We

will have numerous occasions to observe that some of our information embodies

serious limitation's. Our conclusions, accordingly, will reflect caution.

When considering whether to conduct this study, we weighed the merits and:

demerits of the inquiry that was possible. We decided wq must grasp this

opportunity toproduce a national picture of nonpublic school enrollment

trends, even though we could not obtain all the evidence we di/ought imparrl'ant.

The time span considered in this document covers the ten years from

,1965-66 %the high-water-mark year of nonpublic school enrAlment documented

by Kraushaar) to 1975-76. Kraushaar estimated the national nonpublic school

enrollment, elementary and secondary, to be 6,305,000 at the 1965-66 zenith,

falling by almost a million to 5,530,000 in 1970.
2

In comparison with 'public

schools, nonpublic. schools had fallen behind several years earlier,(around

1959-60), for though nonpublic.schoel enrollment continued to grow until

1965, public school enrollment grew more qutckly. The nonpublic school Aare

of the nation's students was 13.6 percent ih 1959760, but had dropped to

11-.4 perdent by 1969-70.2

KraUshaar noted that the nonpublic School enrollment decline did not

represent losses in all nonpublic schools but was largely a reflection of'



enrqllment 4crements in Roman Catholic st.hools, which at the time of his

'4

study accounted for 77 percent of the totaI nonpublic enrollment: Ue

reported modest recent

,Advent1st scho,ols, but said most nonpublic school groups not affiliated with

the Catholic church had grown steadily, and in some eases (e.g., Jewish day

setllacks in Lutheran, Calvinist, and ''fieventh Day

schools) , dramatically.

Though much may have happened since Kraushaar gathered his...last enroll-

ment data (In 1)70), to our knowledge the national figures have pot been

assembled and analyzed in reasonably comprehensive manner since that time.

There has been some evidence, of cqurse, to underline the need.fOr a study .

'of the present type. It-was recently estiMated, for example, that total

nonpublic school 'enrollment, elementary and Secondary, had diminished to

4,515,738 by 1974=75 (roughly one.million below Kraushaar's figure of

5,530,000 for 1970, and nearly two million below his figure or 6,305,000

-
.Eor 1965).

6
It was also"estimated that the nonpublic school share of thv

nation's elementary and secondary student population had receded to 9.1 pEr-

cent, as Compared with Kraushaar's estimates or 13.6 Tercent.in 1959-60 ar.d

7
11.4 percent in 1969-70. The same report indicated that some non-Catholic

schools were continuing to grow but said nothing about the magnitude of the

increases "bCcause of the absence of data."
8 Interesting questions (several

of which are discussed later in the present study) are raised by the fact

that some nonpublic schools have suffered losses at the same time that ot1-1ers.

expanded,.and by evidence that declines in some nonpublic schools have be(n

mote precipitous than public school declines during the same period.
9

' In the pages that follow, our work is reported under.five mal6r head-

ings: .(1) Focus and Methodology, (2) National 'Overview, (3) Group Trends,

a
(4) Collaborative liesponses, and (5) Generalizations and Conclusiona. Under

9
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'"Focus and Methodology', we describe our researc'h oblecOlvos and methods of

data aequisitLoui. Under "NationaL Qverview", we display and dise.ups the

**, -

general enrollmnt tre.uds during ,the ten-year period.(1965-66 to 1975-76)

for' 13 maloretroumof nonpublic.schools, as well 'as 'fOr the total. This

national overview makes' clear the-felative. riumerical signifleane of each

group of nonpublic schools within the national picture. Vnder "Group Trends"

we a.nalyze in greater dethil.the tgn-year fluctuationjor each gropp,,,begtnr

ding with Roman Catholic schools and ending wilSh private "commOity alLernal7

;

tive Schoo1s". Under "Colfaborative Responses", we discuss strategies during

Oe

this period that have involved the concerted efforts of numerous groups of

nonpublic schools. In the final section, as its tltle iMplies, we articulate

the generallY,ations and.conclusions that our evidence appears to warrant.

1. FOCUS.AND METHODOLOGY

Since the specific questions addressed in oui research will become

obVious as this report proceeds, itOseems sufficient here to note that we
,

attempted, thOugh often unsuccessfully, given the limitaeions of the data
,

td delinecdthe following for all major groups of nonpublic
\\

sChools:

a) reliable enrollment Mures;

b) enrollment projections;.
v

c) major eausative.?actor§ behin8 enrollment trends;

d) strategies adopted to cope with declines or maintain growth;

e) school characteristics altered because of enrollment shifts or

associated phenomena;

1 0



currT school' conditions (.staff, pirPams, nuances, e
f)

g) eNence or redictable syhool life-cycles.
.

As Vellqted'earlier, it was impossible, within existing constraints cf.

; and

time and.funds, to conauct a, systeiitic national survey oE nonpublic schools.
.

.

,

We W'Yegnlited, in the main, to ueeking entollMent data And other informa-

.'

0 .

tibn and Opinion frdm'the national offices of all grog maintaining such
,

offices. We also drew upon studies then \in 'process and upon the relevant

literature. The information available for sqme groups was encouragingly
:

systvmatic and extensrve, largely,because the national offices in question

had set up systematic data-gatHering arrangements. For.some groups ef non-

public chools, however, reliable information for the ten-yeat period under

f-

study wa s. extremely difficult to obtain. Readers will notice., consequently,

4.4

I, 0

some obvious gaps in our tables. Our discussion for some groups,.-in addi-

tion, is relatively thin, simply because there was no rpasonably firm basis

for attempting to say more: But it will be obvious, we think, that.the total

body of information acquArl often through sheer persistence and detective

work, throws considerable light on recent enrollment trends in nonpublic

schools and s laden with provocative implications for policy and further

research.' With minor exceptions, oUr data were.gathered between March and

August, 1976.

2. NATIONAL. OVERVIEW - .

In Table 1 'are reported the nonpublic school groups surveyed as part
4

of the study,' the number of sc,ol children they enrolled in1975-76 (in cne

case, 1974-75), the total ber of school children accounted for by all the

14N
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organizarions, and (he 'wet:outage share of the total enrol Inuit be longing tO

ench t the nonpublic sehool groups. Some overlap occurs in the table.

Asse4lbly of God schools, for example, typically join one of the umbrella

i

Chlfistian school organizations. Some RomanCathollc and Friends schoolV
,

jo.n the National Association of Independent Schools. These overlaps are not

stifficient, however, to distort in any major way the prepot,tions reporte4.

I

!

.

A quick glance at Table 1 reveals that the ROman Catholic schools

I

account for the largest proportion by far 'of the school children eniolfoqi

I

.

,

(somewhatover 75 percent). Among the o her'groups, only the member sch4o s .

of the National Association of Independ t Schools and the Missouri Syno

Luthevan schools claim More than three ercent of the total. The remain ng

lorganizations typically, enroll less than two percent of the children tal.fL ied.

Quite obviously,)the nonpublic school movement has been, and continues

larvly (though decreasingly) a RoMan Catholic phenomenon.

Because of extreme difficultiei in obtaining data, some very small;

be,

groups of nonpublic schools are not included in this table--such as AmiSh,

llutterite, and Black Muslim schools. Neither does the table include, lin any

systematic way, the "protest schools" discussed later, for reasons that will

later be clear.

In Table 2 are listed the.enrollme,nt reported by virtually all the non-
, ,

4

public school groups at three points during the ten-year period under.study--
%

in 1965-66, 1970-71, and,1052-76. .Also reported are the percentages changes

iin enrollment for the dntire decade and (when possible) for the subperiod,

"

1965-66 to 1970-71, and 070-71 to.1975,-76. When full enrollment figures

were not,eavail.,able,,,a pliis or minus was entered intO the table.to indicate

her (according to reports from relevant Troup leaders) the groups in

. 0

question had been gaining or losing enrollment.

12
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-Table 1. Proportion of total U.S. nonpublic
,

ment accounted for by major nonpublic school

school
groups,

Enrollment
1975-76

enroll-
1975-76

Percentage
of

---------

.
Nonpublic School Group

1. Roman Catholic Schools
3,415,000 75.9

2. Lutheran Schools-
''. a, Missouri Synod

165,604 3.7

b. American Lutherdn
16,121 0.4

c. Wisconsin Synod
31,183 0.7

I 3. Seventh Day Adventist Schools , 75,722a 1.7

4. Calvinist Schools (National Union of \'

Christian Schools)
48,585 1.1

5. Evangelical Schools
a. National Association of Christian Schools 23,185 0.5'

k. Western Association of Christian Schools

c. National Christian chool Education

63,131 1.4

0 Association %,

38,175 0.8

d. Assembly of God Christian Day Schools 21,921 0.5

c. American Association of Christian Schools 94,722 2.1
.

6. Jewish Day Schools .

a. National.Society for 'Hebrew Day Schools

(Orthodox)
82,200 1.8

b. Solomon Schechter Day Schools (Con-

. servative) ''' ,

7,965 0.2

c.'Reform JeWish
373 0.01

7. National Association of Independent. Schools 277,406 6.2

8. Episcopal
a. arish Day Schools

5,536 0.1

b. Nonparish Schools
71,020 1.6

.9. Friends (Quaker) Schools
0.3

.10. Military Schools
13,600 0.3

11. Greek Orthodox Schools
5,009 0.1

12. Mennonite Schools
8,079 0.2,

13. Nonpublic Alternative (Free) Schools 23,498 0.5

TOTAL Enrollments Repoted 4,501,836 100.11
h

- ,
SOURCE: The source of data for each group is identified under the

following section, "Group Trends."
4

a
1974-75.

Necause of rounding in calculation of percentages, they do not total to

precisely 100.Q.



In connection with Table 2 it should bo noted that, while Roman

Catholic schools suffered severe losses during this decade, most of the

other groups reported enrollment increases, particularly during the period

from 1970-71 to 1975-76, and a few grodps registered dramatic gains. This

growth, rather surprisingly, occurred at a time when the national supply of

school-age children was diminishing and.when operating costs in nonpublic

schools, usually reflected in tuition levels, were spiraling rapidly, as

we demonstrate in some detail later.

Other than the Roman Catholic schools, the only organizations showing

declines in the Table 2 data are the National Union of Christian Schools

(whose national leaders attribute the losses largely to deèlining birth rates

among its consfituents) and the National Association of Christian Schools

(Which, because of a major schism, lost the bulk of its school members during

this period). The data on military schools are obviously inadequate, though

several Well inforMed observers say the military schools suffered severe

losses during the decade, but have stabiltzed and even grown modestly of

late. In the following section, these
group-by-group enrollment trends are

discussed in more detail.

3. GROUP TRENDS

ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

SinCe the ROman.Catholic schools, as We have seen, account for 4prox-

imately 76 percent of the total nonpublic school enrollment, elementary aril

secondaryand are the only sizable group of nonpublic schools Showing a

serious net decline over the ten years from 1965-66 to 1975-76, they demand
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more extensive discussion than any other single group.

Before the National Catholic Education Association's data bank began

to produce comprehensive natiOnal data (for the period beginning in 1969-70),

reliable national figures for the Roman Catholic schools were almost impos-

sible to acquire:for it was rare indeed to secure anything approaching

adequate participation from all U.S. dioceses in any data-gathering effcrt.

The estimated national Catholic enrollment total for 1965 (the 1965-66 school

year, we assume), is 5,564,000, falling to 4,983,000 by 1968-69.
10

This
V

represents a loss of 581,000 students, roUghly 10.4 percent of the 1965 total,

and an aVerage annual rate of attrf.tionof something like three percent. dy

1970-71, with muo.h more reliable data now available, the figure was down tO

4,364,000, and the annual setbacks were more serious.
11 During the three

years from 1967-68 to 1970-71, the net loss was 878,000 students. Roughly

16.7 percent of the 1970-71 enrollment had disappeared; the annual rate of

decline was averaging around six percent. Setbacks approaching or exceeding

five percent occurred each year up to 1973-74 (7.5.percent by 1971-72,

5.8 Perc:mt by 1971r-73, and 4.7 percent by 1973-74). Thereafter, the rate

of diminution eased to 3.2 riercent by 1974-75 and a rather negLigible 2.6

percent by 1975-76.
12

The current picture is.better than many people had predicted. The

1974-75 and 1975-76 enrollment totals were 3,504,000 and 3,415,00 respec-

tively, higher than the three million tha Kraushaar reported some Catholic

leaders, around 1970, tO bp projecting for 1975.
13 Also, while these leaders

thought Catholic schoola might lose half their Peak enrollment (whiCh came

in 1965) by 1975,14 the.actual loss was 39 percent. The elementary Catholic

school enrollment ran around 2,525,000 in 1975-76, higher than the 2.15

million projected by a University of Notre Dame study published in 1971.
15

1 5



Table 2. Nonpublic'School group
en.;ollment trends, 1965-1975

71

SZno()1 Croup

Enrollments

1365-1966 .:..

Enrollments

1970-1971

17

t Change Enrollments

65/66-70/71. 1975-1976

'1969-70,

SOURCE: 7 e source
of data for (Ach group is identified

under the following section, "Grog. Trends."

I Change

70/71+75-76

I Change

55/66-7576

a
1966+67.

bEoundeu, alter 1170.

c
Data derived from`school enrollments

reported in the membership listing.
Included student

enrollments in regular Ard affthaTve

merber schools.
Number of students in schools holding regular Joerships: 49,324.

1974-75.

e
Includes enrollments

(including preschool enrollments)
schools offering some

post-kindergarten education,

sociation of Christian Schools 32,003 50,860 +58,9 23,185

63,131

754.4

b, Western
Association Of Chtistian Schools 11,388

+183.9

38,175

+95,3 445.4,4

c. National
Christian School Education Assoc.b

32,327
+

d, American
Association of Christian Schoolsb

94,722c

7,462
21,921

+

e. Assembly of God .

3,110
+140.0

+193.8
+604,9

6, Jewish,Day Schools

a. National
Society for Hebraw Day Schools

75,000

:73::

82,200

7,965
.

. (Orthodox) .

.

E:8,80o

+9,6 +26.5

b. Solomon
Schechter Day Schools (Conservative) 3,489

:, 6,042

+31,3 +126i.3

c. Reform Jewish +11.0

371

277,406

+

7, National Association
of Independent Schools

199,329 ,
221,216

+2.8 +14.1

8, Episcopal Schools 4,559t,

+21.4 +13,1

4,8938 +16.1

a, Parish Day Schoolse

-6.8 5,536.

61,160
:216.10

71,020

b. NonParish'Schoolsf

55,0608
13,801

9', 'friends (Quaker)
Schopls

10,878 13,706
13,600

+0,1 i +16.6

10. Military, 4,468

.

f
5,009

11. 0reek.Orthodox
',

7,368

+
,+12,1

+

12. Men7onite Schools

13,256

13,142

-44,4'
+9.6

-39.1

c
283:479:

13. Nonpublic
Alternative (Free) soheols

+
.+78.9

+

'1969-70,

SOURCE: 7 e source
of data for (Ach group is identified

under the following section, "Grog. Trends."

c
Data derived from`school enrollments

reported in the membership listing.
Included student

enrollments in regular Ard affthaTve

merber schools.
Number of students in schools holding regular Joerships: 49,324.

e
Includes enrollments

(including preschool enrollments)
schools offering some

post-kindergarten education,

17
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(The 19,5-76 projection of another 1971 analysis turned out to be precisely

on ta
16

get.) To some extent", the general pessimism may have been a self-

f!.il/i11in prophecy, a "clt:ISis of confidence" that helped produce attrition.'

/. .During the ten-year period in question (1965-66 to 1975-70, the rate

of decline was approximately mice as great in elementary as in secondary

Catholic schools, no.doubt partly because a high proportion of.the elementary

schools have always been operated on a.parish-by-parish basis, plagued by

vagaries of single-parish finanCe, in--and out- migration, etc., whereas tae

4

, vast majority of Catholic secondary schools are operated by dioceses or

religious orders, which can absorb many parish-wide shocks, and which fend

to recruit their students within much wider'geographfc ambit's.
17.

Catholic

scholars have criticized the parish-based system as being,inefficient, un-

-stable, and anequitable. It often imposes more severe fiscal burdens on ppar

families than on wealthy families, yet
virtually-eliminates the possibility

of naEional or.diocesan fiscal equalization
18. The Notre Dame study con-

\

eluded the Catholic school enrollment decline wls not basically attributable,

in the Catholic .:elementary schools in the period up to 1970, at-least,,to

eithcr the dropping birth rate or, probably', to tuition.increases. Using

Infant baptisms as an ihdicat6r, the study showed that the proportion of

aNM:lable Catholic children enrollinvin Cathelic Schools was diminishing

19- --

significantly. In one important sense the over-all nationlil figures were

misleading, hOwever, for while the above-mentiohed meaShre indicated an

erosion of loyalty to thb Catholic schools'in the suburbs, at least when the

St. Louis metropolitan area was examined, Catholics in the city were main-

taining, or even augmenting, their loyalty.
20

The authors speculatecr,that

this differential.attachment to.the Catholic school was a function of the

fact that, while public schools ih the suburbs were reputed to be rather good,'

18
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the'city public.!;chools were such bad repute that manypeopile were seekim'

an alternative. Little attention was paid to a rival explanatron: when

Catholics moved from city to suburb,.often Catholic.schools wyre no longer

readilyavailahle to them. One can hardly patrbnize, and thus demonstrate

loyalty to, nonexistent schools.

In Erickson's 1970 study for an Illinois legislative commission, an ex-

amination of national data showed a tendency for the rate of attritl.qn from
N

CaEholic to public schools to be increasing from year to year at two cr (la

pointS:'between grades 2 and 3 (after a child had received first cOmmunibn),

and between grades 6 and 7 (at the point where many children entered the

junior high sghool.)
21 Tfiis increasing attrition.couId not, ofs courge, be'

. .

attribUted to the.birth rhte_decline. When data for the Chicago Archdioces-e,

the city of Chicago,Heights, and north suburban Cook County were examined,

it became obvious, as in evidence from Ehe'Notre Dame study discussed earlier,

that the 'proportion of,available Catholic children (as estimuted from number

of baptiams or first communicants) attending Catholic schools was fallfng

year by year.
29

Here,, again, were losses.not iiroduced by aJiirth rate decline.,

It was also clear, howeiier, that these losses were in addition to the effects

f declining births.
23 As-FUerst observe's, the birth rate de&line has not

yet fully worked its effe'cts up,to.the high school level, though it'may have.

had some iMPaCt by prompting elementary school closures, and thus'outting off

a major source:of input to Catholic secondary schools.
24

As for rising tuition dosts, ihe Notre Dame report cites investigations

in St. Louis, Atlanta, New York state, and the Archdiocese of New York, in

which no statistical relationship between tuition and elementary school en-

rollment fluctuations cou1-2,be found, thouth shortcomings in the analysis

25
prevent it from being viewed as conclusive.. A well informed student of

1-9,



Catholic I h. ion aiarges are an import:iut

influence nn enrollment at tivit level. , rlic two contentions -are not lie .s-

sarily contradictory, for most Catholic el,-,ontary schools, subsidl;.e.d vely

lwavily by the parish, . cilarge rather.minimal tuitions; while (atholic secin-

dary schools tend to rely on tuitions for a large proportion of. their

revenues.
27 it also seems -likely that even minimal tuition increases will

prove prohibitive for some groups o.g., impoverished black-families seek-

ing the services of inner-city Catholic schools left with empty desks by tie

Tlight of white Catholics to the suiurbs. There is support for this possi.;

bility in the study by Greeley; McCready, and McCoutdt.
2

In trickson's 1970 study, the likely causes of the enrollment decltne
A

.

in Catholic schools were Summarized by Thaddeus O'Brien as follows:

1) The declining birth rate,. which has caused a sharp downward

.trend in the number of siX7year-old youngsters available

Ten- ontry Into,nonpublic (and nonpublic) schools.

2) Migration of faMilies Of nonpublic school-students from

central city locaeions where Catholic schools . . . tend to be

concentrated,to suburban areas where fewer Catholic schools

exist,
.1

3) A decreasing proportion-of six-year-old children entering

religiouSly affiliated nonpuklic schooIs'.af; a result of

changing.parental preferences and r i I rig costs. This is"

particUlarly true:in-certain suburban communities, where the,

quality, of the local public school is excellent and local .

taxeS:are collected° aimoSt eXclusively for education.

4) Administrative.decisions of nonpublic school officials (a) to .

close certain schools, (b) not to build new schools with the

constructionof new parishes', and (c) to cont.1-ol class size.

29
5) Increased tuition costs.

Beth the Notre Dame study and a Boston investigation by
,

Donovan and
.

Madaus emphasized that loyalty to the Catholic school was strongest among

.the less affluent, poorly -educated, older, more traditional Catholics,,than

among the more affluent, better educated, more forward-looking adherents to

0



the---Taith.30 The implication seemed to be that as Catt;olics moved up the

socio-economic ladder, Catholic schools would lose out increasingly. As a

major component of this line of reasoning, it was argued that as lorward-
.

looking, upwardly Mobile Catholics were reasscired by their new status in

society and simultaneously affected by the modified doctrinal outlook sym-

bolized and catalyzed by the Second Vatican Council, they would see less need

for the "seige-oriented" Catholic schools and would turn increasingly to

other methods for the religious education of their children.
31

In the light of the recent work of Gieeley, McCready, and McCourt, it

appears that earlier analyses paid insufficient attention to the fact that
_

the effects of the above-mentioned variables (income, education, ideology,

age) could easily, be confounded with the effects of geographig location,

since the wealthier, better educated, less traditional, younger Catholics

were concentrating more and more in the suburbs where, as a matter of delib-

erate policy, the Catholic bishopS were refusing to build new schools,

largely because they believed there was little demand among Catholics for

-
these schools.

32 Greeley, McCready, and McCourt have produced evidence sug-

gesting that a majoi facton in recent Catholic school enrollment declines iS

the unavailability of Schools, not lack of interest among suburbanized

Catholics .
33

is aIso Imsaible that the earlier analyses were basically

correct, but that the:deteriorating iMage of public education in recent years,

both in cities and suburbs, has made Catholic schools more attractive than .

they were Oven five or six years ago.
34

At any rate, Greeley, McCready,

and McCourc indicate that much potential money for Catholic schools is now

in the hands of Catholics who have no schools to support.
35 ProperlY capi7

talizea upon, this monpy.(estimated at $1,-.8 biliion!), and the loyalty:it

represents, could form the basis for dramatic new growth in the Catholic

educational sector.
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Just. as .onc cannot pinpoint with certainty.the most important factors

behind the Catholic school crisis., no one knows why relative,stability has

beenJestored, though numerous eleMents may have contributed to the improve-

ment We have already.mentionedone -- the deteriorating image of many public

schools. Another is the effort of CatholiCleaders to adapt to changing o)n-

4itions. These ad'aptations are worth investigating in their own right, evan

if we cannot be'sure they helped mitigate the problems of the Catholic

schools.'

During the crisis of the late sixties and .early seventies, Catholic,

schools collaborated with publi6 schools in many arrangements designed to

provide programs and services of, attractiye breadth and quality while mini-
.

Mizing costs. 'Much of.what follows is drawn from twenty-four,case studies

'prepared for the President's Commission on School Finance during 1970 and

---- .t. 1971

. .,',.4

.

36 Since the case studies do.nbtrepreserit a probabilistic sample,

they canLot be used to estimate th prevalence of any of the arrangements

delineated. The exaMples were selected with another purpose in yiew: to

provide detail concerning the dynamics and apparent consequences of.the best-.

'knowir approaches to collaboratien between Catholic and public schools through-

out the.nation.

Information gathered as a basis for selecting the sites to be examine&

suggested, however, that most of the approaches were ratbPr widespread. In

fact, softie of then hadbeen in common use for some time.
3

Cooperativs'arrangements knownas'"dual enrollment" or "shared time"

are perhaps-the best knOwn of those exemplified in the twenty-four case

studies. At the heart of this apProach is the conceptm;tbat students have

,the right to attend public schools, not merely on an all-or-nothing basis,

but selectively; and they_should be free to engage in some activities in

2



public -schools while pursuing others in nonpublic schools. The Most common
1

approach is for Catholic students to journey to a nearby public school for

courses that are relatively "vAlue-freem, yet expensive to offer because

they involve elaborate facilities, costly equipment And supplies, or lbecause

of a dearth of interested students) very small classes. .-Dual enrollment

quite obviously is helpfUl to fiscally pressed Catholic schools, but accord-

.

ing to all the svidence aVailable, it rarely, if ever, makes a life7and7death

difference: I?t entails major problems,'as well. While it may provide stu-

\N i
.

'dents with more-elaborate programs without increasing costs, it tends to

.

. .

divide their loyalties between two schools, creates scheduling and transpor-

,

tation complications and, apparently, dilutes the impact of the CAtholic

school.

Somewhat akin to shared time is"-the practice of sharing facilities and

aeivices We know it has-been fairly common (though we cannot efte,precise.

figures on prevalence) for Catholic school students to use public school

'gyMnasiums, playgrounds, auditoriums, or laboratories; and to benefit from

the ministrations of publiv school nurses, guidance counselors, remedial

reading teachers, speech therapists, and other specialists. This type of

cooperation has often been done informally, without benefit of laws requiring

or funding it, but much has been stimulated and finanted by various state/

statutes and,'especially in impoverished areas, under Title I of the federal

Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Ironically, when the servides are

provided only on public'School premises, they are often rendered practically

inaccessible (because of transportatiort and scheduling problems) to the

.Cathoric school students who.need them the mostrbut,when Catholic school

premises are used for services that are ".curriculAr" in:nature (e.e, remedial

reading, guidance )' rather than a matter of "general welfare" (e.g., health

' 3
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servites, busing), serious constitutional Issues are now raised under the

'

U. S. Supreme Court's "excessive entanglement" doctrine.
3E3

.

The collaborative approach,which, in some fo:ms, is perhaps most subject

to constitutional attack, involves the exchange of servicds or facilities

between public and Catholic schools by means of various /easing contracts.

There have been instances, or example, in whith Catholic school students,

segregated into classes of their own, have been given instruction in class-

rooms (within Catholic schools) that are officially designated as "public"

by being leased from the Catholic school by the public school; and the in-'

tstruction has been provided by Catholic, school teachers who are put on the

public school payroll, officially supervised by public school administrators, .

and..thus designated s "public school teachers" insofar as these particular

programs are concerned-.--

Constitutional issues aside, the cooperative arrangements described

above typically. seem mutually benefiCial to the Catholic and public systems,

for Catholic school students receive services, supported by their parents'

taxes, that might otherwise be denied, the public schools are more enthusi-

astitally supported by Catholic voters, and sometimes public School students

obtain special services that only the Catholic schools provide. Quite ob-

viously, the public and private sectors in education both possess unique

capabilities to contribute ta the education of the young, and each has ample

potential to assist or harrass the other. .Collaborative approaches not yet

attempted anywhere are possible, though current constitutional rulings would

dictate that they be limited to nonsectarian schools.
39

As one might anticipate in a time of Crisis, Catholic schools have devel-

oped new Ways oE cooperating, not merely with public schoors; but with each

other, especially to achieve economies of scale in purchasing, curriculum

2 4
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,development, and the use of expensive facilities, equipment, and personnel.

Twenty-three percent of the Catholic schools regpOnding in a recent study

by Olsen reported involvement in some type of inter-school Gollaboration.
40

Olsen documented fifty-one mergers, nine consortia, sixtyTseven instances of

ihared programs, and twelve othef7 types of sharing. No systematic national

0.gureS seem available. The topic is well worth further study.

It was predictable that Catholic leaders, representing the largest nol-

public school group by far, would play a-prominent role in.the thwarted

effort, especially over the past eight years or so, to secure sizable direct

or indirect assistance from .the public purse.

As another common response to the crisis, sometimes planned and some

times probably inadvertent, many Catholic schools, especially in the inner

pity, have experienced a rather dratmatic Change in the character of their

student bodies, from predominantly Catholic to predominant non-Catholic in

'many cases, and-often from predominantly white to predominantly black. Thse

student-body changes are to some extent discernible in the national data for

Catholic sc1lools.
41

By 1970-71,11.8 percent of Catholic school students

were black, Spanish-surnamed, Oriental American, or American Indibn, whereas

the figure was estimated at 13.6 (14.3 in the elementary schools) by 197Z-73,

a remarkable development-in schools that must pay their own way, since most. 9-

Of these populations are impoverished and since the 1970 census showed that
-

only 12.5 percent of the national population 1.4as composed of peopfe with

these backgrounds% The figures also make clear, tfoweve, that these minority

groups are predominantly in Catholic schools in the inner,eity.

These ,changes, in tarn,.have made experimentatio4 with hew methods and

4

materials almost inevitable. Ihe abthors of this report are personally.

:r . C'

acqUainxTa with once7traditional. inner-city Catholic schools that have become

3

'.
if
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("

exceptionally exciting centers of creative effort in reent years, though
. e

4

there is apparently lo systematic national evidence on this important

phenomenon.. Extensive involvement of Catholic schools in urban problems,,

_

'
often because of considerable diocesan subsidies and contributed services

,from religious orders, is further documented by data showing.the exikence

of 1,401 inner-city,Catholic schdOM, serving.483,000 students, in 1973-74;
42

1.

In Chicago, at least, it was shown in 1971 that these students were not
_ 3

"creamed off" in .terms of their superior abilities as reflected iq IQ test3;

(.=
_

in fact, when Catholic and public schools-in the same neighborhoods were

compared,' the city-lwide average IQ scores for Catholic schoole were slightly,

.

,

tower than those for public schools:a There.was also evidence that the.
-,

Catholic schools in the city were making their best resources availabl.,.

proportionately to the poor:and the black, while,the public schools were

dping so for.the well-to-do and the white,
44 Solnewhat similarly; a sta.t21\

ide study in Michigan found more evidence of equality of opportunity across

stbdent SES levtis in nonpublic (primarily Catholic) schools than in'public

schools.
45

It is well known that Catholic school leaders have devoted considerable 4

efforts in recent years to phasing out marginal inefficient schools fn ways

thp would deny a-Catholic education to as few students as 'possible, haw: .

instituted' more.efficient management systems (e.g., striking iMprovements' in

fiscal accounting in many scletrObls),'have marshalled the interest and assisT

tance of capabie Catlwlic laymen as never.before, and have worked hard,to

convince potential 'patrons.that, while some of the old characteristics of

Catholic education have faded, these institutions still have unique advan-

4

tages to offer: Rather than lamenting the woes of a system-in crisis, thEse,

leaders dow accentuate the special strengths of their schools.
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As one man4festation of the relative optimism now prevailing, the.

National Catholtic Education Association has predicted i rather minor enroll-

ment decline durin4 the period from 1975776 to 19.80781, of 7 percent

(slightly,more chanl percent per year) at the secondary levei and 14 per,-

cent (less than 3 percent per year) at the elementary level. NCEA thus

.projects that'Catholic
secondary schools will continue to be responsible

for about 829,000 students, and the Catholic eleMentary schools, for about

2,158,000.. These are hardly the dimensions of a_moribund enterprise. And

thd.possibility highlighted by Greeley, McCready, and McCourt remains:

i'The Catholic school enterprise may find a way of eapping the considerable

d

-reservoir,of,.morkey and interest that seems available.

LUTHERAN SCHOOLS

The Schools of the Lutheran Ohurch--Missouri Synod

qlle past ten'years have also witnessed enrollment declines, though re-

4 lativelyminor, in the Lutheran schools, as a total group second in magnitude'

only to the Catholic schools within the nonpublic sector. The three Lutlieran

.school grotn3S consideted In the present study.(missonri, Synod,-Wisconsin

Synod, and American Lutheran) enrol/ a total of about 212,908 students (see

Table 1), nearly.five peicent of the national nonpublic total. At one time,

.numeroUS church-affiliated r=.zhools were maintained by.many branches Of

a

.

Lutheranism in the United States. Historically, Che Lutheran grbups that

clos'ed most or all of theinschools did so when consetvative'religious doc-

trines were being aBandoned., ethnic distinctives were weakening, notably, er

' -
both.

46 There is little of:significant ethnic nature use of languages

other 'than English) to
distinguish the .two, largest remaining groups of

Lutheran schools--those
operated by the Missouri and Wisconsin Synods, res-

e



pectively--but both groups do reflect the most conservative doctrinal.posi-

tions in American Lutheranism today, and of these two, the one experiencing

same enrollment declines (the Missouri.Synod-group) has been rent by strident

battles,over growing liberalism. (It is perhaps"significant in this regard

that one of the other large groups of church-affiliated schools.iti the United

States--Seventh Day Adventistalso reflects a very conservative doctrinal

.qtance.) There is reason to suspect that, even today, a.major factor in-

fluencing church-school loyalties is the religious conservatism of the.con-

stituency.

The schools of the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, whose headquarters

are in St. Louis, Missouri, have in the past been predominantly MidweStern,

rural, and small.
47 The general enrollment- pattern in the Migsouri Synod

elementary schools (which now number 1,227) has been a fairly notable declIne.

between 1966-67 and 1971-72, followed by a oneyear growth spurt (beginning

with that year preschool enrollments were added- to the total) followed by

several years Cilr "steady state", though the number of 'schools has continued

to decline lately because of mergers effectuated in the interests of fiscaL

efficiency.
48 (During the same period, enroll,ents in the high schools have

increased, and ten new high schools have been foundea.) Lutheran leaders

emphasize that the comparative stability of the schools is the more notable

in the.light of drastically declining SLnday-school memberships. (One is

-

reminded in this regard of the contention by Greeley, McCready, and McCourt

that Catholics are exhibiting a stronger attachment to their church-relate]

schools than to the church itself, and of the contention by other writers

that the pUblic schoOl, too, has taien oft itself certain characteristics

once exhibited by churches).
Z9 To what extent, if any, are eurx.ent public

.and nonpublic schools the nation's churches In disguised form?

L..1% 8.
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MiSsouri Synod, spokesmen estimate that 39 perclent of children from

Synod-affiliated families attend the "ynod's schools. Around 10 percent of

the total elementary.schoO1 enrollment reportedly is drawn from such minority

groups as blacks, Chicanos, and American Indians. There'has been a shift of

emphasiS, we are told, from "Missouri Synod schools for Lutherans" to the

concept of Lutheran schools to share Christianity, though Synod leaders in-

sist that "outreach" has always been a goal of the group. Perhaps the shift

r'epresents a response to the reduced pool of prospective students from the

old sources. Nearly one-fourth of the children in the synod elementarY

schools come from faAlies which ate members of non-Lutheran church congrega-

tions. Another seven percent repon no church affiliation.

In recent decades the Missouri Synod schools have urbanized considerably,

and of late have experienced rather rapig growth in the.South (particularly

Florida) and Calitornia--areas in which, as later data ..iill show, numerous

\ other groups of nonpublic schools have been growing rapidly as well. Synod

leaders attribute much-expansion in these areas, to disenchantment with public

schools. Schools that use racial criteria in admissions are not'permitted

to-affiliate with the'Synod, though there is no way, leaders acknowledge, of

ensuting that parents do not patronize -Lutheran schools primarily to avoid

racial integration and related developments in public school's. Since man9

--allegec:iy racist schools in the South are labelled "Christian schools",

Missouri Synod schools in that region are advised not to use that name to

.describe themselves.

The Misseuri Synod's educational-leaders seem generally optimistic at

present, partly because dissatisfaction with public education is .so eXtensIve,

partly because the,Lutheran pre-school movement (which feeds into Lutheran

elementary schools) is now so strong (over one-fourth of the Lutheran elemen-

1
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tary schools now offer pre-school programs), and partly because of the

apparent success of new"efforts to publicize the advantages of Lutheran

schooling. The.cooperative arrangements with pul?lic,schools described

earlier, never as widespread among Lutheran as among Catholic schools, haVe

been virtually abandoned, partly because of the dual-allegiance problems

.they created among students. Extensive efforts aie being made to publicize

Lutheran educatioli, by means of conventional advertising outlets:, through

faculty visits to homes, a,d via television programs on such. themes as the ,

American Revolution, which are mdde available, free to television outlets

(viewers are encouraged to write in for a gift, and in response are contacted

about Lutheran education)..

Synod teachers (numbering 7,294) are now assisted by 3,765 aides, over

80 percent of whom work without remuneration,
50 Tuition charges, once ver/

uncommon, are now used to raise something like 25 percent of elementary

school incomes, though members of supporting congregations pay less than

other pattpns. In the high schools, between 50 and 70 percent of costs are

tuition-Lgenerated. Increasingly,.systematic efforts are being made to secure-,.

"third source" money (from foundations, legaCies, industry, etc.).

As one dark'cloud on the horizon, some Observers within the Missouri

Synod-think ,current doctrinal conflicts may soon be reflected in the with-

' holding uf donations to local parishes,, which in turn will be hard gressed

to isaintain their support of parish schools. Some Synod leaders anticipate

the harm will not be as drastic as-predicted, noting-the deep-seated atta&I-
,

ment Missouri Syncd lutherans to their schools.

The Schools of the Wisconsi Evangelical Lutheran Synod

.The schools affiliated with the most doctrinally conservative segment of

Atherican Lutheranism (the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod), have enjoyed

3



modest hut. virtually untnterrUpted growth for the past quarter-century.

During the fifteen years from,1960 to 1975, for,instance, elementary school

enrollments within the Synod climbed from 24,082 Co 27,506.
51

Like most

Missouri Synod Lutheran schools in .the past, the Wisconsin Synod school,s/

tend to be small, very traditional in approach (strict discipline, a no-

nonsense approach to the "essentials"), and located in rural or semi-rural

areas.
59 Within the last five years, fifty congregations have opened new

schoolS., and ten were planned for the fall of 1976. Much tecent growth, as

,

in other groups'of nonpublic schools, was in the West and Florida. Virtually

all recent school closings were a response to Shrinking populhtions in rural

areas. Synod leaders insist that there is no sign, in contrast to other

religious groups, of doubt among church members as a whole concerning the

value of these schools. In congregations with day schools, approximately

66 percent of the children from meMber families attend. Financial support

is provided directly from the affiliated churches, rather than through

tuition. Like several other particularly conservative branches of Protes-

tantism, the synod itself has been experiencing a rather rapid growth in

-membership, thus increasing the pool of prospective students for its schools.

Wisconsin Synod leaders justify their schoola partly-in terms of alleged

public school shortcomings (e.g., "unscriptural teachings, permissiveness,

emphasis on Materialism), but more fundamentally as a way Of providing an

education thoroughly petmeated with theistic premises. Each day begins with

-
religious instruction. Attempts are made to relate all subjects to'lhe Bible.

Moral absolutes are strongly emphasized. When-a child is disciplined; an

effort is made to.spell'out specifically the commandmeht that has been

violated.

Virtually the only Wisconsin Synod schools whose student bodfes have .

3
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changed in character are the few located in inner-city parishes. As Whit(;

Lutherans moTied away from these parishes, blacks (often non-Lutherans) filled

the empty desks,. Not ali comers were accepted, however.-Non-Lutheran

patrOns were expected to support the school's philosophy and pra'ctices, and -

generally were required to attend informational sessions in which the pastor

explained the position of the church and its:school.

Among theipossible factors explaining the steady,growth of this group

of schools is the expansion of the synod itself, the Tolicy of avoiding

tuition charges (at'least to members of supporting churches), a firmly con-:

servative doctrinal stance which, in .effect, imposes an esaentlal "safe-

guarding" role on the schOols, and the extensive contributed services of

underpaid teachers and administrators. Just aaone is "called" to be a

Lutligx,5a minister, one is called to "the tea:hing.ministry" in. a Wiscuczsin

Synod school, and is expected to exhibit an appropriate degree of dedication.

Salaries are low, though supplemented by allowanCes for hospitalizatidn,

hbusing, and telephOnei and compensated for by the special status e_hat

"miniters" enjoy. Some teachers, for example, may .earn less than $9,-000 per

annum after twenty years of service.

The Schools Of the American Lutheran Church

.

According to figures provided by the Director of Elementary Schools of

the American.Lutheran Church, this-group of schools has grown at about five
a.

percent per year since 1973.
53 Prior to 19,73 erratic gains and losses were

reported.
54 (Thes2 dramatic fluctuations are partly a function of the fact

that total enrollment, ranging currently around 16,000, can be significantly

affected by the opening or clo:ing of just a few schools and partly a func-

tion bf rather casual"data-gathering procedurea.) This,collection of schools,

is Only a pale shadow of a system that dieappeared shortly after the schools,

:3
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in reaction to violent anti-German sentImen (especially duringand after

World War I), abandoned German as the language of instruction, thus losing

one of their most visible distinguishing_features.
55 While the American

Lutheran Church as a national entity.still seems disinterested in church-

related scdools, reportedly a growing number of parishes are recognizing

that they'can open new avenues of ministry and revitalize, existing church

programs by opening a school,. At he present time, it is reported that

"many" church-operated pre-schdols have been established. (These will bear

'watching, since many church groups with considerable collections of day

schools began .by establishing kindergartens and/or.pre-schools and adding 4'

one new grade each year. For example, the Episcopal school movement has

including a large pre-school and kindergarten component for many years.

The areas in which schools of the American Lutheran Church have been

-expanding are primarily Florida, California, New York City, and Balrimore.

The primary reaSon.for expansion, according to school-leaders, is growin_;

dissatisfaction with the academic and moral characteristics of the public

school in these areas. Considering the nation as a whole, leaders in this

group predict a steady, modest net growth:

SEVENTH DAY ApVENTIST'SCHOOLS

Paralleling'the national growth of the Church, Seventh Day Adventist

.education has grown robuStly. In terms of total enro1J11.-flt, elementary and

secondary.combined, the Adventists form.the third largest group, behind th,p.

Lutherans and Roman Catholics (seeTable 3). 'Considering secendary schOolS

, -

alone, the Adventists are second in enrollment (23,132) to the Catholics..

In 1964-65, there were 956 Adventist schools,'both boarding and day,

elementarY and secondary, in the United States. In 196546, the number
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dropped,by ftve; in 1969-70, there WeTV only 951 schools- The recovery

through the 1970's brought the sehoels back to 957, one more than in 1964-

65 (Table ).

The most interesting patterns relate to enrollment in the Seventh_Day

'Adventist schools,' though we suspee.t that the rather sizable fluctuations
,

from year to year are partially attributable to imprecise reporeing pro-

cedures. According to Table 3, there was no notable increase,in the number

of schools between 1964-65 and 1974-75, huttotal enrollment increased by

25,375 students, or 53.4 percent of the 1964-65 figure% The increasp-iias

i)een predominantly at the secondary lcve1 (in'the church's "academies"). The

ten-year increase'at this level was 672.9 percent!

.

Ceneral Conference leaders (in Washington, D:O.:-) repert that the growth

in school enrollment is basically attributable to growth in the c1-drch it-

self, which has'been so rapid that the s'choOls cannotAceep up with the demind.

The demand, in turn, is related to the strong emphasis of the church on

parental respon,inilities in education. Further work should be done to

determine why the Adventists are apparently shifting their emphasis from tne

elemeLtary to) the secondary grades.

Table 3. Enrollment and mumber of U.S. Seventh Day
Adrtntist schools (1964-65 to 1974-75)

DATE 1964-.65 1965-66 1969-70 1970-71 1973-74 1974-75

Number of
Schools 956 951 e50 868. 921 957

EnrollM??.nl.
,

K-8 .47,354 47,532 52,590

9-12 2,993. 2,931 20,520.. 13,132

. ,TOTAL 50,347 50,465 -20,520 7 75,722

SOURCE: World Report: Departmen1 of Education (General Conference
of Seventh. Day Adventists, North American Division).

3 4
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CALVINIST SCHOOLS ,

The Calvinist schools affiliated with the. National Union of Christibn

Schools (NUCS) have suffered enrollment declines and fiscal difficulties .

during the past decade:
56 Most of. these schools are asaociated with

,

Christian Reformed churches, though they are operated by independent parent

societies" rather than by the Churches themselves (because Of the doctrine

'that eduCation is primarily a parental, 'rather than a church, responsibility).

Approximately 70 percent.of the constituents of NUCS schools'are membets of

Christian Reformed congregations. In popular parlance, the schools in this

.group'are generally known simply.as "Christian schools", though a great many

sChools associated with other Christian churches refuse to affiliate because

of NUCS's strIngently Calvinistic statemenC of faith. NUCS schools, reason-.

ably enough, are found mainly where the Christian Reformed Church, is strong,

as in Mich4an, metropolitan Chicago, and California. Despite the legal

autonomy of 'the individual schools, the rather extensive services of NUCS

and.the common religious traditions of the schools tend to produce a notice-

!

able homegeneity of practice throughout this group. The annual cost of

'eletentary education in association schools reportedly averages $800.00 per

child, and the average annual cost of high' school education, roughly $900.00

per cAlld.

The NUCS-schoolsexperienced enrollment declines in 1967-68 after a

long period of steady growth.. Enrollments dropped again in 1969, 1971, and '

each year since 1973.
57 The most likely explanation, according to school

spOkesmen, is'a general decline in birth rates among Christian Reformed

families a d an easing of normative expectations that Christian Reformed

parents-will put their Childrea, in church schools. Over the last decade,

yOung church parents have'moved from urban areas.where Reformed.parents

:3 3
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I

predominated to suburbs where they diA not. As a ,result, suburban Reformed

parents do not confront the soncerted pressures to use association schools

that pareats in the cities encounter.

Responding to enrollment declines, Association schobJ s have attempted,

.

rather successfully, to draw from a wider constituency. Withih,ossociation
N,

schools there appears noW to be greater stress put upon "acknowledgknkthe

Lordship of Christ" in all Areas of concept acceptable to a wide

range of Christian groups. According to NUCS officials, schools draw parents

for two major reasons: (a) a desire for schools that promote the values

emphasized at home? and (2) an emphatic dissatisfaction with the academic

and moral aspects of 'public education. .NUCS, leaders report that association

members seem to be abandoning their traditional reluctance to 'voice criticism

of public schools.

In the face of the.spiraling costs Of recent years, some NUCS schools

have merged, amd sbme have formed confederations, in search of economies rE

scale. The,Grand Rapids Christian Schools Association, for instance, was

formed .to provide a number of benefits without sacrificing the advantages of

small school size and school-level decision making. The association conducts

public relations and fund raising activities in behalf of all its schools

and provides special services (e.g., instruction in art, music., and physical

education; busing) that few of the schools could afford individually.

Despite these measures, we are informed that NUCS schools continUe to

experience financial difficulties. Because of rising costs and aeclining

Christian Reformed,birth rates, some church leaders express doubts about tne

long-term future of the NUCS schools. But as a spokesman observed, similar

pessimism has been voiced for sixty years, yet over the long haul the schools

. .

not only survived but expanded.
58 He predicts a slow but steady growth in

3 6
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NiJCS membershirover Clie coming five years, partly as a Consequence ,of the

formation of new schools now planned, and partly becaUse more existing

schools should find attraoi!ve.tbe. services that RCS provides.

EVANGELICAL SCHOOLS

In contrast to the Calvinist schools of the National UnionrOf Christian..

Schools (NUCS), discuased above, another group of conServative or fundamen-
,,

talist Protestant sehoolt are associated mainly.with churches that trace

their origins-back to John Calvin's mortal enemy, Arminius, who taught that

salvation was something to be obtained through good works and faith, rather

"-

than as a matter'O'r divine election.% It.woUld be reasonably accurate, .then,

to label these schools Arminian; bilt since both the schools and the churchos

with which-they are associated much more often identify themselves as

"evangelical", the latter appellation will .be adopted, for present purposes,

to distinguish them from the stringently Calvinist, NUCS-affiliated group.

:Unlike the Calvinist schools, the evangelicals exhibit fairly pronounced .

free-lance tendencies, often refusing to affiliate themselves with any regional

or national group.. Often, furthermore, 'the evangelical schools are estab-

.1

lished in connection with individual churches (Baptist, Nazarene, Free

Methodist,- etc.),whose denominations are not in favor of church-related

schools as a matter of national policy, and apparently do their best to ignore

the ones that exist. Consequently, comprehensive figures on this group of

schools can be obtained neither from school associations nor from denomina-

tional headquarters. However, by examining trends reported by a number of

relevant organizations, one can obtaln a fair idea of major trends.

The National Association of Christian Schools (NACS, often confused with

NUCS, discussed above) was formed in 1947 as a subsidiary of the National



Association of Evangelicals, avowedly in an effort to provide NUCS-type

services to schools that could not subscribe to the NUCS CalVinistic state-.

ment of faith.
59

Between 1965-61' and 1972-73, NACS reports an increase of

17.5 percent in the number of member schools (the number gtew from 228 to

268), while total enrollment increased by a remarkable 66.1 percent (from

32,003 to 53,144). But there are indications that the popularity of NAC;

was increasing among evangelical schools during.these years, so thc increa3e

represents not'only real expansion but also an inCreasing tendency to affii-

,

iate. NACS figures after 1972-73 show a precipitous loss of both schools

and enrollment, but.this IS particularly misleading, since schools were

defecting from NACS en masse because'of dissatisfaction concerning an abor-

tive effort to disassociate the organization from the National Association

of Evangelicals (NAE) in reaction to NAE's negative stance toward church-

related schools. NACS leaders insist that the evangelical school movement

was continuing to burgeon during this period.

Miring the next few years,. seVeral new agencies appeared to service the

evangelical schools, and some that were already on the scene began to 'floor-
.

ish, no longer facing serious competition from NACS. Total enroLiment in

schools affiliated with the Western Associaiion of Christian Schools-leaped

every yenr, growing from 11,388 in 1965-66 to 63,131 in 1975-76.61 The

/-

National Christian School Education Association, founded in 1973, served

175 schools enrolling 38,175 children in 1975-76.
62

One evangelical denom-

.ination that does actively encourage its thurches to maintain schools, the

Assemblies of God, reports a total enrollment. Of 1,110 in 1965'and of 21,921

in 1976.
63

The American Association of :Christian Schools reported a member-

ship of eighty schools in 1972 and 445 schools in 1976.
6A

Accelerated

Christian Education, Which produces semi-protammed curriculum materials for
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this movemen , was serving only five schools Jn the fall of 1971, but now.
N

reports that 1,400 schools use its materials.
65

One leader who haa been 4

active in fostering evangelictil schools for manyspars estimates that schvols

of this type are now being establiahed in the United States at the rate of.

one per day. a

.
.1

When asked why this expansion is occurring, spokesmen for the evangelical

schoLs cite two reasons predominantly:. the desire oT many parents for a

"lliblw-centered" education, and the spreading conviction among parents that

public'schools are deteriorating both academically and morally. . These leaders

assert that public education, traditionally embodying vivl Protestant view-

points, is noT4 destructive of the values it once fostered. Another factor
a

in the 'recent expdrision of evangelical day schools may be the availabilrty

of the Aceelerated Christian Education (ACE) materials. Though not Of a

caliber to, compete with the sophisticated output of,a federally funded R and,

D center or regional educational laboratory, the ACE system seems well

designed to help make a struggling new -school, operating on a shoe7string

and handicappedby lack Of know-how, at teacherioroof as possible. 'Followed

consistently, the system itself will.do much to ensure that students master

the basic essentials.

,Tuitioncharges in the evangelical schools apparently range roughly

between $100 and $806 Per puPil per year, typically with reductions- for

families with more than one child enrolled. SYstematic fund-raising is being

emphasized more and more--deferred giving plans, campaigns to have the schools,

included in wills, etc. Elderly persons are often encounaged to dorihte their

Services as _tutors, office workers, and maintenance personnel. In many.cates,

these.schoolt began as' pre:,..schools and nurseries, initiated by. churches to

raise money and make contacts with'potential church membeT s. Frequently,
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one grade was ddlsd each year mall a emipletv elementary school had been

developed.

PROTEST SCHOOP

Categories-Tor "segregation atademies" or "protest schools"4do not

appear in our two "national overview" tables (Tables 1 and 2, presented ,

earlier), since.the schools we are about to discuss are affiliated wi.th so

many,groups already represented in the tables that the addition 'of enibllment

figures for this parti-tular "segregationist" or "protest" group would,

judging by the available information, do more to distort than to clarify

the over-all picture for nonpub,lic schools.

L,or reasons that shonld become evident later, we think the term "segre-

.
,gationist academies" conjures up a grossly oversimplified pictdre. We have

chosen the 'abel 4protest schools", to us a 'wre- accurate and less'harshly,

misleadingly pejorative term. Our objective, after all, is description and '

-

understanding, not mo'ral judgment.

In a study dane in Louisiana for. the President's-Commission on School

Finance dnring 1971, one,of us discovered that local public school superin-

tendents were exceedingly cooperative in helping "track down" the protest

schools in their districts.
66 Even so, the data-gathering task was arduous,

expensive, and time-consuming. An approach of this type, even on a regional

basis, was far beyond the limitations of the present study... We promised

however, to obtain whatever-information, we could, and in that respect'were'

most fortunate to become acquainted with the Lamar Society; a group of'prr-

gressive southerners which was completing A two-year study, financed by the

Ford Foundation, of the "segregationist academies" or "protedt schools" in'

the South. While bur own work was proceeding, the Lamar ScicietyCourteodSly



provided us wittr'information, and at the-time. of"this writing, the published

o

report of that landmark investigatbon is at hand,(1The Schools That Fear Built,

authored by David Nevin and Robert E. Bills).
6Z

,The Nevin-Bills report

obviously contai7Che most reliable, comprehensive information we have been

able to find on the topic. We rely.on it alMht exclusiyely forthe informa-

tion discussed in this section,

One shortcoming of'ehe Nevin-Bills report is that, while the protest

*If

School phenomenon is national the evidence is drawn exclusively from the

'South. However, one suspecta the central findings ,could be .teRlicated else-

where. Nevin and Bills picture the protest movement a6 "brewing" ever since

the eyrly 1960,s, in the aftermath of the Brawn decision, but as surging

forward'rapidly in 1970 and 1971, when it bëcam evident that racial desegre-

.gation in the public schdols of the South waleevitable. But'though eaéh

major growth spurt in the' protest schools coincided with local public school

.desegregation developments, Nevin aqd Bills point out repeatedly that some-
-

thing more basic and pervasive than "pure racism" is involved. They argue,

essentially, Chat the protest schools are far more than a reactior against

!-
the mixing of the races. Desegregation was a "last straw", among many other

straws. The patrons of these schools. represent a fundamental, far7reaching

disagreement vis-a-vis those who seek to move sdeiety into the future along

essentially "liberal" lines. The protest school patrons

link into one disconcerting, unsavory whole the things they find

disturbingthe end of the old-fashioned patriotism, the new view

ob America's role in the world, the changing attitude toward

authority and leaders, shrinking church attendance, rising divorce

rates, acceptance of pre-marital seX, dirty movies, public nudity,

foul language, the loosening of constraineand custom, abortion,

crime, drugs, erosion of the work ethic, textbooks that,questior

old values and old heroes and the countless other manifestationfl of

a new view' of themselves that many Americans now are entertaining....

The list becomes as a litany of dismay; they believe they see a

disintegrating society,68'

4 1
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Nevin and Bills depict these hlienated people as finding'in their

schools a haven from a deteriorating world; a place where. their children

are taught the essential understandings and.skills a disc101ined, no-

nonsense atmosphere; a shelter from drugs, sexual promisCuity; violence,

and anti.-Christiam teachings... They view public schooli, incontrast, as

"horrid and dangerous places", unresponsive to'the values and aSpirations of

-

parents
69

. Though often jerry-built and operatingfen"the edge of ,inselvency,

the protest schools aroUse in these parents profound loYalty and enthusiasm.

These are their schools, like ele public schools they remember from their

youth, reinforcing the moral posture of the home. When administering ques-

tionnaires in A sample of these schoO1S-, Bills finds that the parentskand

student§ are happier abouv their schools than are the public school popula

tions he has sampled on other occasions. The Protest schools are tranquil

and surprisingly free from anxiety. Few discipline problems arise, and des-

pite a "tight ship" approach, the students like their teachers more than

public school students have indicated that they do in Bills' other studies.

Though working for salaries vastly lower than public school salaries, the

teachers appear unusually content and dedicated, more open to experience than

pulAic school teachers §tudied by Bills. In examining their affective charac-

teristics, Bills voices the serious possibility that the students would be

worse off, rather than better, if they were members of a minority in hetero

geneous public -Schools. The authors go so far as to assert on several

occasions that the public schools may have something to learn from the uro-

test scLools.

The marked homogeneity of the protest school constituency, drawn though

this constituency may be from a wide geographic area, is mentioned again

07'

and again by the authors. One wonders, indeed, why Nevin and Bills do not

4 2
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make more o` the possibility, highlighted by implication at many points in

their, work, that the homogeneity of pati:ons, student's, and personnel is a

major advantage in some respects,'producing a mutually iiupportive relation-

ship between home.and school, a greater readiness to learn on the part of

students, and a more optimistic, industrious stance by teachers. The major

secret to the financial stability of the protest schools, the authors state,

is that they charge tuitions averaging around half of the per-pupil expendi-

ture level in nearby public schools, and, by'cutting costs in many ways,

manage to operate largely on the basis of these tuitions. They are assisted

in this regard by the current surplus of teachers, the frustration of many

teachers with conditions fund in public schools, several "do-it-yourself"

curricular systems now..on the market, much volunteer labor, some church sup-

port, and a widespread aversion among many patrons to the "innovations",

"fads", and "frills" on which much public school money is spent. The result-

ant bare-bones education, characterized by Much rote learning of the

"essentials" (disparaged by Nevin ani Bills), is nevertheless what, the parmts

and students seem to want, and produces the relatively high achievement test

scores that they value as evidence of a successful schooling.

While Nevin and Bills dePict the protest academies As remarkably similar

institutions in most respects, apparently their sponsorship\tends to.differ

from city to counttyside. Many of the earlier, rural protest schools were

nominally nonsectarian, run by community groups whi7h, because of the .cohesion

of rural communities, were readily created for that. purpose. In' the citie.3,

.

where cohesive organizations were more difficult to build, the tendency was

to develop protest schools under the protective arm of existing fundamentaiist

churches. The churches were generally stable institutions, often led by

charismatic, persuasive pastors. Often existing, Sunday school facilities



could be converted rather readily to day school use. Churches provided

financial arrangements, including tax-exempt status and good standing with

banks, Oat made feasible the raising of Capital funds. The familiar church

:.was something distressed parents could trust. NeVin and Bills describe

several 'elaborate, well supported schools that have been erected on this

ecclesiastical basis. Most are far more modest, ane some, are ramshackle,

but the movement seems "likely tb be a permanent part of the educational

picture in the South".7°
-

If we accept Nevin and Bills' estimate of 750,000 students in schools

of the type described in their book; if most of these schools are affiliated

with one or another of the groups included in Table 1 (our "national overview -

table), and if our estimate of approximately 4,501,836 as the total enrollment

in the nation's nonpublic schools in 1975-76 is not far off, then the protest

schools in the South obviously account for approximately 16.7 percent of

that total nonpublic school enrollment. If enrollment in protest schools

outside the South were included. it seems plausible that the figure would

rtse to 20 percent or more. This is a substantial segment of the nation's

nonpublic school enterprise, and according to Nevin and Bills, it is still

growing.

Nevin and Bills contend that the protest schools have at least three

negative cohsequences for society as a whole. First, these schools con-

tribute to educational resegregation in some areas. In some Southern, rural,

"Black Belt" counties, a s,gregat,ld all-white private school enroLs tho

white school children of -he county, while the public school system remains

largely_black. This situation can be explosive. The public s.Jkool is sup-

ported by property taxes. Whites within the counties often hold the bulk of

the property. Blacks, however, make up the majority of the population and
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therefore,.'potentially, of the electorate. Blacks, then, can vote_millage

rate increases which must be largely borne by white property owners who have

their children in private schools In some metropolitan'areas, majorportions

of the white school-age population have defected to thd protest schools.

In Memphis, Tennessee, it is estimated that 25,000 students have left the

public schools withlin the fdst three years,- cdusing the public school raci3l

balance to tipfrom fifty-fifty to 70 percentiplack. Memphis has seen also

the emergence of whole systems of nonpublic schools,..clusters of feeder

elementaries'and. high-schools sharing resources in a way formerly only.asso-.

ciated with the larger religious systems (Catholic, Lutherans). In Jackson,

Mississippi, reportedly half of all white students attend private schools.

Second, it is alleged that these schools affect detrimentally the ecolomic-

condition of the South. In small communities 'particularly, the ptotest

schools remoye tuition dollars which might otherwise be spen in the local

business community. Business; it is contended, will be affected, andi_n turn

tax revenues will be diminished. It is alleged further that.industry will

show.l.ittle interest in opening plants in communities which do not have a

weIll-supported public school system.

Third, it is speculated that these. schools will adversely affect the

funding of, public eduCation. Parents with students in private 'schools, it

is argued, will not support bond referenda. Often white parents' who can

..afford_to put their Children in private 'schools are the opinion leadeI- in

such elections. Protest academy tuitionc; are usually much lower than public

scnool par-pupil costs Parents in he ecademies may well.oppose public

school tax referenda on the grounsis that public schools need speud-no more

money thanvivate schools to provi,rie a "quality e.:ucation":

Not all the reported cc.lsequences of these schools are negative. Some
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public schooi peysons indicate tli-at,protest schools serve as safety valves,

allowirg paretts who are.most strident in'theirie-.-iticism and students who

would'be most likely to initiate in-school violenee-to get an education

elsewhere. In a survey of 11 percent of the public sehool systems in the

South, to be published by the Southern Regional Council, a -ajor number of

administrators reported this:escape valve function was being served by the

private schools it their area. Few of them reported that protest schools

had more than a negligible impact'on enrollments in their districts.
-

.Apart from the.racist overtones of many protest schools, which the

major private school associations lament, resist, and oppose by means of

amicus curiae briefs in the relevant (and increasingly frequent) court cases,

the_ obvious strengths of these schools, some of which are noted by Nevin and

Bills, raise serious public policy questions. For. example: Is the marked

internal disagreement of many large, eteogeteous public schools destructive

of the human relationships that are most essential to effective learning,

at least for most.students? Are there periods in a child's life, as some

research auggests,-when having minority status in school produces ill effecta

that endure.tor a lifetime? Is collaboration between home and schOol, sug-

gested by many recent studies as the most effective type of "compensatory"

educational intervention, renderedlkmost impossible by the heterogeneity,

and consequent pervasive hostility and misunderstanding,' of a greaCmany

.public scliools?- Is there any .possibility that'forther studies will identiEy

school homogeneity (or to put the issue another way, congruence between the

values of home and school) to be so important pedagogically (even more im-

portant, perhaps, than lavish facilities and materials) as to outweigh the

alleged-advantages of attempting to use schools as Society's major instrUment

of social reform? In characterizing the programs of the protest schools as
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"weak and narrow", are Nevin and relying tna.heavily on the convention-
: .

1 wisdom that emphaSizes bnildings and budgets more than human relationships,

the same conventional wisdom that spaWned the monstrous, conflict-.ridden

public school.systems that now plague so many large cities? While rejecting

racism, can we learn something from the protest academies?

JEWISH DAY SCHOOI,S

The'Jewish all-day schools represent one of the most active nonpublic

r.Chool movementS in the United. States,
71 Since 1945, the number has increased

from thirty-nine (thirty of which were in the New York City area) to slightly

over 500_schoolt across, the nation. Now that the four major Jewish.groups--
,-.K.

()-,-thodox, Chasidic; Conservative, and Reform, are supporting day schools,

it is apparent that American Jews desire institutions to foster self-

identification and knowledge about Judaism. It is now possible, in the eyes

of many Jews, to be good Americans and also participate in Jewish day schools.

.The largest and oldest Jewish day Sbhools in the United States are the

Orthodox yeshivot. Patterned after the 'European JeWish schools of-the

nineteenth century and brought to'this country initially by the influx of

Eastern European Jews following.the.pogroms of the 1880's, these schools now

comprise some 435, rising from thirty-nine only thirty years ago. Similarly,

the enrollment leapt from about 7,000 to 83,000 in the same period. Three

young rabbis, having graduated from seminary in 1945, created Torah Umeaorah,

the National Society for Hebrew Day'Schools,,and travelled the country assis-

ting commUnities in opening Jewish schools. Their success iS marked by the

existente of Orthodox schools in all Jewish communities of 7,J00 Jews or more;
,

twenty out of twenty-five with 5,000 to 7,500; and twenty-five day schools in

110 lotations with 1,000 tO 5,,000 Jews. Table 4 shows ihe breakdown o
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schools arid enrollments in 1945 and 1975 for Orthodox day schools.

The orthodox school program:typically includes primary emphasis,on

.Torah and Talmud, with secular subjects "blocked" into separate hours,

often allowin the school to hire part-time instruCtors (half.-day) and thus

save cOnsiderable fun s.

The Nazi holocaus ("to burn whole") brought thousands of Chasidic Jews

to the United States fr M Eastern Europe. In order to preserve their unkie

culture and religious
--

pr ctices, they created.their own yeshsvot, supportei

by the community and closely guided by the rebbeyim (rabbis). Numbering

some twentyfive, these d schools use Yiddish as the language of instruction
\

and be\gin religious ..training rigorously at age four. Included are teffiZo.t

(prayel and chum sh (Bible) up to age eight, when Talmudic instruction

begins, I ncluding sshnak and Gemorrah, interpretations of Torah and commen-

taries. 1,411i.le the 61asidim have organizations like the United Lubavitcher

Yeshivoth, a network of day Schools, they also join with fellow traditionalists,

the Orthodox.," in supporting Torah Umesorah. Hence, the data mentioned earlier

foe Orthodox schools elso include approximately twenty4ive.Chasidic schools..

Table 4. Torah UmesOrah--related schools and nrllments

(1945 and. 1975)

1945 Enrolliiient 1975, Enrollment
\

TOTAL UNITED STATES 39 (7,000) -43 (83;500)

Elementary schools 30 290 ..(67,200)

;High schools 9 145 (16;300)

TOTAL NEW YORK . 30 197

Elementary schools 23- 124

, High schools 7 73

TOTAL OUTSIDE NEV YORK CITY 9 238

.
Elementary schools 7. 163

High schoOls 2 . 75
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-Since the early fifties, the United Synagogues of Ameri.ca4 the national

organization of ConservativeJudaism, has encouraged.local aggregations.of_

synagogues to open day schools. Called "Solomon Schechter Day Schools".,-

after the late president of the Jewish Theologies: Seminary, these schools .

riow number forty-six in the.United States'and four in Canada. Of the U. S.

'schools, five are high schools (some 10 percent). Remarkably, in a decade,

the number and enrollment has more thad doubled: from sixteen U. S. schools

- in 1965 tc forty-six in 1976; from an enrollment (including Canadian) of

3,489 to 8,262 in 1976. The_number.of secondary schools remains small., as

4 does their enrollment, though the increase from one school to five.(enroll

ment increasing from 31 to 379) may.foreshadow further expansion.
72

In the laSt four years, the Reform Jewish congregations have opened

five day schools (four in 4he U. S. and one in Canada). Their small numbe-

should not be permitted to obscure the dramatic shift in attituae they re-

present, for at one time Jewish day schools were unheard of in Reform Jewish

circles. The four U: S. schools were founded locally, by single congrega-

tions, with guidanze but no financial assistance from phe national Reform

organization, the Union of American Hebrew Congregations (UAHC). Unlike tne '

national direction Orthodox communities received from Torah Umesorah and

Conservative communities received from the United Synagogues, Reform Jewisn

schools grew primarily out of grasS-roots effqrts of parents, most frequently

developing out of well-established Jewish pre-schools. Currently, the :TAHCs

Department of Education seems quite enthusiastic about the success .of he

four exisLing U S. Reform Jewish schools (with 260 students and twenty-seven

staff). it foresees A number of others opening within the next few years.

At:a day school 'conference held at-the UAHC, eighteen congregations expressed

An interEst in startitig their own day schools.

4 9
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'The program of-Reform day schools Us liberal, attempting to integrate

..lewish ideals and secular subjects throug,h "open" classrooths hnd "hUthaiciStic"

approaches. These t;chools,seek a general education, placing little emphasis

On Biblical-Talmudic studies. 'IAey attempt to show how the ideals.of Judaism

.

and secular life meld into n Jewish identification through a modern curritUlum.

THE INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

A major group of schools; hardy but difficult to differentiate precis?dy,

is known generally as "independent", rather,than "private", "paroOhial", or

"nonpublic"
73 included in this categOry are the renowned preparatory srhools,

some of the highly selective religious schools within the Quaker, Roman

Catholic, and Epistopal groups, and, numerous military schools (discussed mare

fully elsewhere). Charging tuitions-ranging from $2,000 for day schools t.

oVer $4,000 for boarding schools, Lhe majority of the.independent schools are

highly selective.and college preparatory, providing rigorous curriculand

strong extra-curricular programs, arid sending-many graduates to the more

'reputable liberal arcs.colleges.

Part of the problem of gathering data on these,schools lies in their-'

inconsistent and often overlapping Membership in national and regional'organ-

izations. Many do not belong to the National Association of Independent

Schools MIS), the primary national organization serving independent schools-.
. 0

Many belong to NAIS and other associations--such as the National'Association

of Episcopal Schools, the Friends Council on Education, and the National'
. ,

2

Catholic Education Association. Despite these complications, however, impor-

tant clues"cpn be gleaned from data gathered .by NAIS.

Among the 775 member institutionS of the NAIS, Three major trends in

the.past decades appear from available data:
74 n shift in.numbeTs from singre-

5 0
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sex to coeducational schools, froth boarding to day schools, and from mill-

tary to nonmilitary schools. One hundred and ten single-sex schools became.

.coeducat.ional by a change in recruitment policy; eighty-three more went coed

by merging with other single-sex institutions. Overall, the number of girls-.

only schools shifted from 166 in 1964-65 to 116 (a reduction of 30 percent)

in 1975-76; boys-only schools declined by 111 schools (ft.= 255 to 144),

change'of 43 percent. The number of coeducational schools increased from

261.in 1964-65 to 541 in 1974-75, almost doubling.

During the same period, NAIS reports a decline in the number of boarding

schools, from 217 to 186 (714 percent) but an increase in the number of day

sdhools, fromH465 to 588, a gain of 26 percent.. By 1975, 76 percent.of all

NAIS schools were day schools.

Taken as a group, NAIS schools appear to have.weathered the'effects on

budgets and enrollments of tne spiraling costs which have characterized

the past decade. Besides an increase in.the nuMber of schools, NAIS has

witnessed a steady growth ih overall student enrollments, averaging 1 to 2

percent yearly. an 1965, for example, enrollment numbered 199,329; by 1975,

75
the figures had. reached 277,406. Similarly, the overall increase in number

of, schools, while not as large, showed increase§: 703 to 770 schools in the

detade 1965 to 1975.
76:
r
%

,Executives of NAIS attribute the movement's-renewed vitality to a number

of changes. First, many tndependent schools have modernized their operations,

using marketing techniques to recrutt students and raise money, and stream,-

Iinirg internal operations to save money. Second, the economy has improved

of late, putting more discretionary money into the hands of parents. Third,

with fewer numbers of children, increased public understanding and apprecia-

tion of private schools, and a broader middle class, more families are now

5 1



conSiderinvprivate education withicv.their reach. Fourth, as professiondf

careers are becoming harder to obtain, more Tamilies ap.pear to be willing

.,to make an investment in the-intensive preparation offered .by many private

.schools. We suspect that the current wave of disenchantment with public

schhols is also influential in the recent rowth of independent schools.

.

It is noteworthy; too, that the IS schools are concerned with, and.
-

hp.. lad some success in, increasing the'enrollment of.Minority students,

and in maintaining,- despite inflation, scholarship programs enabling the

enrollment of children from poor families to continue to rise (Tables 5 and

6).

Table 5. Minority student enrollment by racial/ethnic

grodp, 1971-72 and 1974-75, NAIS schools

Racial/ethnic group 1971-72 1974-75

Black/Afro-American 9,627 10,753

Spanish-surname 1,610 2,704

Oriental 1,581 2,566,

Native American 159 166

TOTALS --12,977 L6,189

The surprisingly extensive 'experimenal Impaql and cemmunity outreach

of some of the more renowned independent schools has_ been documented repeat-

-
edly,,.though n'61 yet widely acknow!edged in the literature on education.

77

.1

More recently, in:what seems logically regarded as a response to -the challr!nges

'and difficulties of recent.years, NAIS haa created a Commission on Educational

Issues, a semiautonomous organization that aeems to be doing much tO catalyze

5 2



Table 6. Financial aid 1974-75, NAIS schools

Schools

0

No. of

students

aided

Amy un t sranted

(in thousands)

0

Percent of Yercent of
No. of full ,

enrollment
total operating scholarships

budget

64 Girls! day
2,634

19 Girls' boarding

50 Boys' day

$1,188

. 503 961

3,527

10:8

14.3 ,

5.5
581

5:7
90"

3,864
13.5

5,9
,619.

39 Boys' boarding . 1,854 3,346
21.6 6.9

499

237 Coed dar 13,945
16,784

12.3,
6.5

3 983

59 Coed day elem. 1,255
1,155

9,9 5.7
300

63 Coed boarding
4,502 8,367

26.3 8.7
697,

531
28,220 $37,665 I

f.

7. e

6,569
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new cooperative programs between liublic and independent schools, new exper-

imental ventures in independent schools, and particularly, efforts designud

to involve.these Achools in mainstream educational research and development.
78

Systematic work is being carried out to clarify and even reformulate the

fundamental raison d'etre of the independent school.

EPISCOPAL SCHOOLS

Like several other church-related groups, the Episcopal schools have

shown dramatic increases of late. In 1965-66, there were 374 Alhools with

an overall enrollment of 59,95379 By 1970, the numbers had reached 395

schools with 65,745 students. In 1975, the nuMber Of schools totalled 402

and the enrollment, 76,556 students.

A number of reasons are.given for the growth of these schools: In

urban and metropolitan areas, Episcopal schools often have strong reputations

for academi excellenc.. As middle class and upper middle class families

seek to provide children with a love of learning and entry into white-collar

e

jobs, Episcopal schools often are sought out. Further, Episcopal schools

are perceived, their spokesmen claim, as value-ordented without Being doe-

trinnaire. Hence, families of other religions feel free to enroll their

children; only 30 percent of students in Episcopal schools are EpiscoPalians.

And finally, leaders in Episcopal education see.the continued decline in

public education as a contributing .factor.

The growth Of Episcopal schools in the South has sometimes been linkei

with racial escapism. According to its leaders, the National Association

of Episcopal Schools refuses'to admit schools, whether North or South,.'that

do not admit blacks and other minorities. As a precaution, the National

Association .of Episcopal Schools checks with local bishops and with other
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schools that integrated to see it a school seeking affiliation discrim-

inates agahist black students, The rise of the black middle class has made

more integration possible in schools of this selective, often-expensive type.

Few strategies for overall planning and direction of Episcopal schools

seem to exist. There is no central funding to encourage rational growth,

not much staff at the national level to service these schools, and no central

authority, as in other church groups. Hence, the spur to growth seems to be

local interest, shown by local church people. Often, new schools grow out

of the over 600 nursery and kindergartens operated by Episcopal churcheS.

The current condition of the three kinds of Episcopal schools reportedly

is stable. The 600 pre-schools are on the increase. The 300 or so parish

schools, mostly elementary, are receiving good support from their communities.

About 100 schook are nationally renowned, often boarding, and old. Many

are memers 'of NAIS lnd prepare students for college and professional care.2rs.

The schos seem strongly affected by general economic conditions. Around

"1970,.things were bad, with schools closing and having to merge. By 1973,

Episcop:fr schoo's were contacted by many more applicants than they could

..accept, and were generally on strong footing.

-re 1 reportud that the Episcopal schoolS survived the crises of the

late sixties and uarly seventies with more readiness to emphasize religion,

and generally more of an orientation to fundamental values.

FRIENDS SCHOOLS

The Society of Friends has maintained its Own schools sinCe the seven-
.

teenth century, when William Penn-chartered three schools that still flourish/

today: Friends Select (1689), WilliaM Penn Ch.arter,(1689), and Abington

Friends (1697).
80 Over.a period of centuries, ,the slow, steady growth ,of

, 5 6



Quaker education continues.

49

In 1965, there were fifty-one Schools; by 1976,

.
the number reached sixty-three.

81
Similarly, au. r irollment slylwed ovecall

'increases in the last decade, with only a couple of years of minor aecline-

(-' percent in 1972-73 and -1.1 percent, 1974-75).
82

Much of the strength of these schools apparently rests with their human-

itiarian approach, open doctrinal position, and appeal to families, that are not

Quaker. In fact, only 7.5 percent of the total national Quaker school enroll-

ment is Quaker. Furthermore, many Of these schools have excellent academie

reputations, a trait particularly attractive,tc families in areas with weak

public schools. hough teir..iorfs are sizable (running between $800 and $1,350

for elementary.schools, from $1,520 to $2,470 for secondary, and $3,700 to

$4,200 for boarding schools) they rarely cover operating costs. yund raising

and endowment usually make up the difference. Also, these schools keep costs,

downloy paying teachers, on the average, only three-quarters of the salaries

received by public school teachers in the same area.

In spite of close budgets, Quaker sehools have been particularly suc-

cessful in extending their programs to.minorities, The percenLage. black,

for example, rose.nationally from 5.1 percent in 196849 to 12.4 percent in

1974-75, NumeroUs patrons of Friehds Select School in Philadelphia, for

example, have.asserted that they valtie the school particularly because, in

their minds, it presents the best available opportunity for a harmonious in-
.

teraction of mainstream and minority studerits..

The current conditions in Quaker schools' reportedly are stable. With

a long history and.a strong reputation, there seems little doubt as to their

I.

continuing.
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MILITARY SCHOOLS

In the last two decades, military schools have had more than their share

of problems. The recent war in Vietnam, general suspicion of the military,

the mistaken but widespread impression.that spit-and-polish is emphasized

at the expense of academic excellence and other important values, and perhaps

certain popular preference in recent years for less structured educational
1

.C1

settings -- all these apparently have taken their toll, though the pendulum

appears to be swinging the other way, producing conditions more favorable to

thic; type of school.

Though little systematic information seems available, the Association

of Military'Colleges and Schools of the United States reports that there are

about fifty military pre-collegiate schools today, downfrOm sOme 169 in the

1950's.
83 Of the fifty, thirty are currently members of the Association.

Some have closed because of declining enrollment and revenues, and others

are still open but no-longer military in identification .(though they oy

still support a Junior, ROTC).

The enrollment in military schools can only be extrapolated from twenty-

one schools that responded to a recent survey by the Asscciation of Military

Colleges and Schools. Overall, the average enrollment was 335. If the three

largest military schools are discarded, the average enrollment is 272. Hence,

.estimating that there are fifty schbols, we come up with a guesstimate of

13,600 students in military schools in 1975.

Though we have only impressionistic data and scattere'd reports, we sense

that the military schools are having a comeback. The absence of war and the

creation o'f all-volunteer armed forces have perhaps changed the image of the'

military. The values stressed in military schools, such as,respect for author-

ity, patriotism, and discipline, are becoming more attractive to many families.

5 o
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The military schools Lhemselves are practicing proven techniques of market-

ing as never before, stressing their strong points and contacting alumni. and

friends systematically. nur sense is, then, that, military schools are rally-

ing, though the future is not totally clear.

GREEK-AMERICAN DAY SCHOOLS

Since the early twentieth century, the Greek,American community has

grown steaoily, to almost two million, and so have the number,dhd size of
0

their day schools.
84 '1

n 1908, the first day school, the Socrates School of

Chicago, was opened; and in 1909, the second, the Holy Trinity Sclrol in

Lowell, Massachusetts. Today, there are a total of nineteen, With\an enroll-

ment total of 5,009. Each day school is attached to a church or cathodral,

sometimes with a priest providing 7:ome,guidance.and leadership; though with

great differences from school to school in* modus operandi.

According to Emmanuel Hatziemmanual, head of education for the Greek

Orthodox Archdiocese of North and South-America, Greek-American schools have

developed along with the rise in.immigrrction in those centers like New York

and Chicago where Greeks tended to settle. As the congregations paid off

the mortgages on their churches, they were able to invest in schools. With

the beginnings of assimilation come fears of loss of religious dire:tion and

culture.- According to Hatziemmanual, the idea of a day school became accept-

ai)le to local leadership only when culture, religion and faith were seen as

interwoven.

The idea of day school, once implanted, is nurtured by the leadership of

the Archdiocese. Organizational, financial, and curricular assistance are

available. Furthermore, the government of Greece provides certain books and

materials free of charge, offers retirement benefits to American-based teachers,
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and help these U. S. staff to find jobs In Greece, when they'desire. Also,

students from the U: S. day schoo3s scmetimes travel to Greece to pursue

their studies in boarding schools.there,. and teachers from Greece are given

jobs in day schools located in the U. S. In areas with more than one school,

the Archdiocese office brings staff members together for workshops.

There is.1ittle talk of emergencies or cloSings. Tuition, rang1;,g fr.5m

$800 to. $1,500, is supplemented by local church support, materials and suplort

from the Archdiocean office, and help from the Greek government.

MENNONITE SCHOOLS

The number of Mennonite high scWol students increased ,steadily until

1966, declined hy about nine percent during the late 1960's and has increae&

steadily sinee then.
85 Nearly 2,500 students aow take part in Mennonite

secondary education, a number 200 greater thanwere using these schools in

1065. Most Mennonite high schools (generally called "academiesn were. founded

-during World War LI, when children froth pacifist homes encountered brut,11

pressures in most public.high schools.
86 Motivations behind the Mennonite

schnols du!-_n6 this period are characterized by a spokesman for ',Iv-

Mennonite Board.of. Education as "the safegj.rding mentality. At present

it is estimated that from,25 to 50 percent of Mennonite families. Jepending

on the area, patronize the local Mennonite high school, when one is available..

The current'per-pupil operating.costs in these schools average between $1,200

and $1,400 per year, though sirenuous efforts are made to minimize the bur:LAI

on famil:eS that use the schools by providing rather extensive aSsistanee

through Mmnonite congrcTat-Lons. In some schools, for example,-supporting

con3regations are billed fcr the cost of educating all the stHrnts from that'

congregation, the congregation then being free to decide how the money will

6 0
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be raised. In such congregations the expectation often is that parents will

Jncrease their church giving. Such an approach to school support appells

to parents because their school contributions are tax deductable. Were they

to pay all costs through tuition, no tax breaks would be realized.

It is reported that the Mennohl.te high schools-have lost much of their

"safeguarding" spirit, a major patron motivation now ueing dissatisfaction

with the public schools. Evidence'of the loss of the safeguarding spirit Ls

the growing willingness of Mennonite high schools to compete with public

schools in athletic events and the part-time participation of Mennonite stu-

dents in cooperative career centers )r vocational-technical schools built. to
4

serve both public and private schools.

Mennonite elementary schools are largely a Pennsylvania phenomenon,

about 70 percent of the enrollment being maintained there. Like the high

schools, the grade schools reported declines after 1965, but have shown sone

resurgence since 1970. In 1967, the Mennonite Yearbook lister1 '251 elementary

sehools enrolling 10,947 srudents. The 1970 Yearbook listed just sixty-eight

schools.enrolling 5,163 st-.udents. Part of the explanation for this,dramatic

drop is that the 1965 listings incl -Jed some Amish schools. (In the 1970

report they no lcng,2r were listed.) 7n 1976, seventy-eight schools and.

5,589 students were reported.

NONPUBLIC ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS'

Alternative schools of all._kindS-Community, parent coop, free, frerdom

and new (they go by all these names)--have grown considerably, though not as

dramatically as often believed. Stimulated by a growing concern over ihe

perceived inhumanity and rigidity of public systems, these nonpublic alterr.::1-
.t

tives have been the subject of surveys conducted in 1970 and-1971, and more

61
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recently, around 19111 and 1975.
87

While no one boasts )f having located

all theseschooIs,we can state that there has been an appcoximate increase

from 340 private community schools in 1970 to 467 in 1975, a rise of. 37 per-

cent in five.years. As is shown in 'Table 7, the numher of privately sultorted

alternatives ,,eems lower than the 800 or 900 often .quoted in new school.

circles. As we analyzed the data sources, we saw that a large number o

public alternatives ere included. Since the alternativeoschool movement has

always included innovarors -from both public'and private schools, we take note

of publiC programs, though we exclude them from this study.

When the enrollment, as opposed to the number of schools, is considered,

however, one sees remarkable growth in a five-year period: from 13,140

students in 1970 to 23,497 in 1975 (an increase of 79 percent), based on

surveys made in those years, This expansion is even more startling when one

- -

considers. the large number of new school openings since 1970'(only 148 of the

original 340 schools are still around).

Table 7. Summary of number and enrollment for private

alternative schoels (19704975)

Year Total Elementary Secondary K-12 Board,ing

1. 1970-7, 340 189 89 34 98

(Coopr.r(C!raub-ard

)ata) ,

Enrollment total. 13,142

9. 1973-74 , 383 193 90 51 49.

(New Schools Em.71'

cicnge Directory)

J. 1 -75 467 257 0 58 _ -5-4-

(S;,T)71.ament: t7

filf-!ct6ry)

4-g--;----Enrol 1 m(-1t to t_al----23--," .8

0 4*,
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Tho data seem to indicate a number of changes in the alternative schoo

movement; first, the schools are larger, though they are :still located' in

the natiorCs large, urbanized states like New York,Ohio, Illinois, .California,

and Massachusetts.
88 On average, schools in 1970 had thirty-eight students

total; in 1975,.dae average had climbed to.fifty-two. This change is part of

general thrust toward more efficiency and stability. Participants. and

.observers alike seem to agree that there is now less rhetoric, there,are

fewer attempts to be "politically radical", and there is more settling in

to hard work and teaching.
89

Second, alternative schools no0 are loosely

organized into the' National Coalition of Alternative Schools, a joining of

the natinn's schools through regional netw6rks and meetings. Finally, thege

schools seem more directed and 'buSiness-like", as they focus on specific

goals and seek funds to do special jobs. Many alternative schools now wont

,

with handicapped children, studen'tslwith emotional, social and physical prob-
.

lems, or .those who simply "don't fit in" in public schools. In fact, some

of these schools are receiving or willing to receive state and federal dollars

do these programs. The future seems to lie with more cooperatfve arrange-

ments to do educational tasks that public schools cann t easily do,

local school board assistance:
90

4. COLLABORATIVE RESPONSES

Within current legal frameworks in the United States, Most nonpublic

school patrons are forced to "pay twice" for their children's education,

once through public school taxes and once through the fees and donations

required to keep nonpublic schools alive. One need not be an economiv: to

3
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realize that, tho higinr public. school taxation rises relative to family

incomes, the larger witi be the proportion of families rendered thcapable of .,

affording a nonpublic school, especially if the school is not heavtly sub-

sidized by a church or some other agency that spreads the fiscal burden

beyond tIle circle of families whose children attend the school.

It is not surprising., then, that leaders of various nonpublic school

groups have united, especially in the recent era of financial stress, in alt

effort to.s.7cure some kind of public subvention. Before 1968, most etfortu

along this line were focused on obtaining state and federal provision of

peripheral. s'ervices (e.g.., health services, counseling, remedial instruCtion,

speech therapy, busing, free textbooks) that could be regarded as aid to the

child rather than to the school, an the assumptiOn that the Supreme Court

would not tolarate allocation.of oublic money directly to churchrelated

schools, which made up the bulk of the nonpublic school movement, for it was__
widely claimed that church-related schools permeated all their-atlivities-

religiOus meaning.

a -ow-famous 1968 decision, however, the U. S. Supreme Court expli-

citly suggested, in what seems in retrospect to have been.a regretted slip

of the tongue, that a state might constitutionally supPort certain secular

aspects of church-related schooling, since for constitutional purposes the

secular and the sacred elements were separable.
91 Subsequently, bill§ were

introduced into many legislatures, and passed in several states, with pro-

visions-tu extend tax support to the secular asPects of church-related"

schooling. These bills virtually always .contained elaborate m&chanisms to

ensure that none of the state funds would be permitted to be used for re-

ligious purposes. Buc the U. S. Supreme Court soon enunciated the

"excessive entanglement" doctrine, which as applied in later cases, has

6
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effectively outlawed virtually all Imaginable forms of sizable aid to non-

public schools.
92

What is notable for present purposes, however, is that

the long, abortive. effort to secure some assistance from government drew

numerous groups of nonpublic schools together, often under the umbrella of

state-wide lobbying organizations, ,aild thus may have done much to demonstrate

the benefits of collahoration, for the battle, though ultimately lost in the

courts (at least for the time being), was won decisively in numerous legis-

lative halls..

In many cases,'these state-wide organizations of nonpublic schoolsstill

surVive, or have been supplanted by others. Theintexests of such organiza

tions typically have broadened_beyond money-seeking to issues .of state rega-
-- -

.lation ans_l_pub acceptance and understanding. More importantly, there has

arisen a national organization of remarkable influence known as CAPE, the

Council for American. Private Education. CAPE now functions\ in behalf of

twelve national nonpublic school agencies which, in turn, serve or operate

about 13,500 private elementary and secondary schools enrolling 90 percent

of all children attending private schools. Member organizations are the

American Lutheran Church, the American Montessori Society, the.As3ociation

cif Military Colleges and Schools of the U. S., the Friends Council on

Education, the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, the National Association ef

Episcopal Schools, the National Association of Independent SchodLS, the

National Catholic Educational Association, the National Society for Hebrew

Day Schools, the National Union of ChriStian Schools, the United States

Catholic Conference, and the National Association of.Private Schools for

Exceptional Children.

The Council has two purposes: to promote the vitality of the Nation's,

private schools; and to enhsnce their contribution to American education and
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society. To achieve these purposes, CAPE has undertaken to encourage the

'sharing of resources among member organizations; to stimulate the effective

utilization of the CAPE communications system; to promote the development of

state private school groups; to establish and maintain relationships with

the Federal Aamiliistration and Congress; to keep abreast of developments
_-

in thee courts; to develop 'contacts with leading professional, scholarly, and

other education-related organizattons, including teacher training institu-

tions; to foster research related to private education; and to create a

sound financial base for the long-term support of the Council's efforts. The

Council has drawn strong support from widely representative national leaders

in government. higher education, and the private school community.

5. GENERALIZATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS'

The most important generalization-tu be drawn.from c,r Ament data in

the present study is that, while Catholic schools exhibiteu significant

losSes during the past ten years '1965-66 to 1975776), this trend was genet-

ally resisted or reversed kn the nonpublic schools not affiliated with the

Catholic chUrch. The contrast between Catholic and:non-Catholic schools,

obscured in much of the data because of,the numerical dominance of the

-Catholic schools, comes through clerrly whenevertone graphs the Catholic and

'non-Catholic trends Separately, as in Figure 1 from the Pennsylvania Depart-

ment of Education. In the light of'our information, similar graphs could be

-drawn for Many other states and fot the nation as a whole.

Some important qualifications must be voiced, however. First, the

attrition rate of Catholic schools has subf4ided to a rather negligible figure.
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.

Whatver lorT:4 produced the severe`setbacks of the late sixties and early

seventies have bee'n mitigated or counteracted. Second, the growth of non-

Catholic nonpublic schools has not been entirely universal and uninterrupted.

A few sc'lool groups tilat have fallen out of step with shifting social values,

at least temporarily, or have let themselves appear to do so (e.g., the

boarding, single-sex, and military schools) have encountered difficulties

during the ten-year period. And a few of the major church-Telated groups

.
endured significant though not precipitous enrollment diminution around the

middle of the ten-year period.

As a second general conclusion, the demand for nonpublic schools has

taken a decided upturn, relatively s,+caking, during the past five years or

so. On the basis of our tentative ev'idence on patron motivations, the upturn

seems most pronounced.in the nonpublic school groups that represent a strong

protest against certain features of public education. The ethnically

oriented schools, for example, protest the inroads of mass culture, many

.religious schools protest the alleged moral drift in public schools, and

other schools seem to protest either racial integration, the "take-over" of

local schools by. distant bureaucracies, or both.

in'the pages that remain, we discuas (1) aome possible reasons why

Catholic sc:lools have encountered far more severe setbacks than other rvy--

public school groups,.(2) what appear to be the most important general id,-.:ors

affecting the vitality of nonpublic schools, Catholic and non-Catholic,

\

(3) a few rather serious implications for public schools', and (4) some sug-

gestions for further research.

---Aa we have noted on numerous oceasions in this paper, there is no way

that cause-effect linkages can be determined conclusively with evidence of

the type we have been able to gather, and the problem is complicated by the

6
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lamentable state of record-keeping in numerous groups of-nonpublic schools.

The comments that follow, then, should be' viewed as tentative interpretat-icin8.

la
may be clear,,years from now, that the serious Catholic.'s-hool enroll-

ment setbacks during the ten years under study are best explained by the fact

that these schOols, unlike any other nonpublic groups, were struck with a

stunning combination of profeund challenges, each of which.reinforced the

negative impact of all the others. To mention just alfew examples: it was

/

a massive fiscal shock, foria system subsidized enorMously for decades by the

,

/

contributed services of nuns, priests, and brotherg, to have the supply of

these religious teachers Ominish drastically, rohave the costs of the re-

maining religious teachers increase three- or four-fold, and to replace most

of tlym with "lay" teachers whose salaries were astronomical by comparison.

No other nonpublic schoel group faced the massive city-td-suburbs migration

that Catholics have recently undergone, coupled with the refusal of church

leaders to replace the 61d city schools with new suburban scheols. (One can

'hardly attend a nonTex stent school!) But perhaps tost fundamentally, no

,other nonpublic school] group underWent the luartling, rapid shifts in philo-

sophical outlook that he Second Vatican Council symbolized.

that provided the old t\easons for Cathaic-s-chools were largely swept away

or "reinterp_reted%-= G-reeley, McCready, and McCourt insist that now "only

a handful of Catholic the reticians are prepared to defend the contiruation

-93
of Cathol

,t

---
The doctrines

. We al riclined to thLk, in connection, that the most general%

applicable factor insofar a the vitality of nonpublic schools is conv,ncd

is a clear, well articulated \mason fol. being. The nonpublic schools tat

have grown most rapidly durin the past ten years seem undergirded by moti-

vations not at all difficult t discern, though here again we wish we had more

\
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eViderice directly from patrons. These burgeoning schools seem to nreserve

the ethnicity of their consti! Iency against the inroaOs of mass culture,

or protect die young from an outside werld defined as e'Jil by the 3chools'

religious .).o,..trines, or protest the perceived take over Ly professional

cducators or distant government officials of a public institutiou once dis-

tinctly local in orientation, or endeavor to counteract a perceived moral

decay in public education, or set up modes of operation considered more humane

than the sharp-cornered social structures of the public school, or attempt

to provide a no-nonsen academic rigor that'no longer seems obtainable in

public education. 'Examples of this type could be multiplied.

.:17?\ci..lso seems true, with the eXcep,Lion of nonpuolic schOols pati.onized

\

mostly by the well-to-do, and by the protest schools that soem capable of

Lnspiring unuswIl loyalty and effort 1:rom patrons and pe'rsonnel, that-th-0-

groups enduring most ,itead.71,, o'er moor.and fen, O'er crag and torrent, are

f:hose with mechr/r:isms that spread the fiscal burien beyond the imediate

circ-1/2 of parents with Children in the 5chool.!;. It seems to help, as well,

if patron loyalty is.reinforced by unequivocal church insisit,.noz that the

church-reted school is the place to send one's children.

Ivre see profound impiicatinns for public schools in the data presented

here. It is diLlcult to escape the conclusion, even in a study limited

for the most part to data from secondary sources, that public disenchandrwnt

with public school:; is reaching se'Aouso proportioaa, particularly in some

narts of the nation. We do not regard this conclusion as necessarily an'

indictthert of the publiC school system. It does appear, however, that dis-

affection over recent developments in the public schools may have re-lohed a

stage that calls fo/ a fundamental reasseosment of public school policies

and governance structures.

7 1
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Our conclusion concerning rejection of pul:lie schugls as a cardinal

reason for recent gain..; in-nonpublic stl!,:ols is' based primarily on inferenci!s

from 6.4o types of evid,-: First, ou: d.ita s'iggeSt, though do not indicate .

conclusively, that growth amon aorul-;iic schools generally (and stability

among Catholic schools insome areas, in contrast to the decline elsewhere)

been most pronounced where public education has baen in the mcvs..: manifest

disfavor of late, such the Deep South, Florida, and the ,outhwes.. Secondly,

wlien we asked national f leaders'from many groups what they perceive,.1

e the reasons behind tfae recent revival of interest-in nonpublic schools,

vo.st majority_of them,- across the full range of groups, reported many of

-their cliew_s to he alienated from public schools over one issue or another;.

including drug abuse, loose discipline, sex education, controversial books,

and lack or acaclemic rigor. National leaders often ind.cated that they were

not entirely is sympathy with those complaints, perhapS because they were in

a position to bring more perspective to bear on public school problems.

Kraushaar ls written eloquently, and even compassionately, about some

reasons why new groups of citizens may now be willing to desert the public

:7rhools in favor of nonpublic schools.
94 "What", he asks, "has happened to

the great American dream of the public school?"
95 He views excessive bigness

and bureaucracy as part of the problem, alongwith the "protectionist, joh-

ecurity, seniority unionism of teachers."
96 Also, the exodus of whites to

the suburbs, and the influx (into city séhools, at least) of many children .

w:.oso home and neighborhood backkrounds ill fit them to succeed in the class-

.
room, have encouraged more and more cities to regard the public schools "kith

diminishAthusiasm and growing disinterest."
97 Public school constitutr-

cies have become so Ilerogeneous and disunified that the educationists heve

often been able to take over, r4.:ving the schools largely to maximize their
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own interests'. in contrast, the private school is usually a relatively

small,-autonomous local unit. Its teachers are usually selected because

they resonate to its special ambience and goals. Students and parents pat-

ronize it, because they agree with certain central aspects of what-ffeschdol

stands, for, and thus they have much -in Common. There is often extensive

--
parent and -Community involvement in support of the school. Little affected

hy recent debates about the defensibility of traditional values,in our society,

most private schools can clearly articulate what they promote. Finally, non-

public schools may int_._ude important elements of religion which have been

outlawed by the courtS in public schools. '1::raushar views the gradual elim-

ination of religion from Public.sdhools.as doing "more to'foster the creation

of nonpublic schools than any other factor in our national history."
98

There are many danger signals, we think, to indicate that attention must

be given to the structural features of public education that may lie behind

the disenchantment expressed in the continuing growth of some nonpublic

schools and the stabilization of nonpublic schools which rather recently' had

been declining at vm alarming rate. As Cremin argues, the original ideal of

the common school (the public school virtually everyone would attend) was

that it would be carefully attuned to the families and communities that it

served, and from tbis standpoint, at least, it worked best where communities

were ronsonnblv small and 1omogeneous.
99 Perhaps, them, public eduLation in

many areas gf the land has begun to lose its embodiment of the original coal-

mon shool i\ enl. School consolidations, the reorganization of srall districts

into larger ones, the growing power of organized professional educators, the'

growth 'of central school diStrict bureaucracies, and the extensive interven7

tion of the judIcial and executive arms of state and national government,

when combined with school constituencies which, eSpecially in large city
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.;ystems, are impossibl-t hetero-geribous and disuhified,' may have crcaLee an

inst.tt-tret6h that many parents firally rec-gnize aS governed "from afar",

habitually irresponsive to Lhe values of home and communIty To state the

possibility in more negative .erMs, national leaders of nonpublic school

groups often inform us, ,iith expressions.o. Sadness and concern, that many

parents now view public schools as incongruent with the val!tes ef the home--

as places where teachers administrators, school boards, fat-off legislators,

and distant judges insist on exposing the young to experiences that parents

consider harmful.. It should be emphasized, perhaps, that the perceptions

being reported here do not apply to all public schools, but rather to those

which many patrons of nonpublic schools view as their only available alter-

natives to nonpublic schoola.

'According to tentative evidence encountered in this study, the events

that trigger the finai decision to desert public education (e.g., an incident

involving drug abuse, a new approach to sex education, a.court order to bus

fo'r the sake of racial integration, neglect of moral development, elimina-

tioh of religious activities, teaching of theories'incompatible with some

church viewpoints) differ from area to area and from time to time. Even when

the vnlus reflected in the decision to patronize a nonpublic school are

questionable, they raise an important issue: in the light ,f the spreading

:disenchantment, can the current structure of public education reMain unchanged,

especially when Subjected to the strains of tryIng to achieve all kinds of

fundamental social reform through the schodls rather than through the agencies

hat are more directly implicated in the problems that the reforms are inten-

eedto rectify?

.

The need For extensive further research in this area of inquiry seems

obvious and urgent, To cite j,!st a few examples: The study which we have
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scarcely begun, reported in these 'pages at the point where funds and time

ran out, shOuld be carried forward within reasonable temporal and fiscal

parameters.. There simply must be more data available in the national and

'regional offices of som'nonpublic groups than we were able to Wheedle and

ferret out in the time available; more resources are needed for this. A

carefully designed national survey..should be conducted to teat our tentative

conclusion that disenchantment with public schools, and particularly the per-

caption that thesc schools are no longer in tune with the values of the homes

tLey serve, is a major reason behind the curreht interest in:nonpublic

scbools--especially the often-lamented prOtest schools. Work is needed on

the consequences of homogeneity (ideological, religious, ethnic, etc.) among

.school,clients.and personnel. The old liberal ideal of the "common school",

composed of teachers and students from heterogeneous backgrounds and func-

tioning as a strictly neutral forum or the exploration of competing ideolo-

gies and life styles, requires extensive, tough-minded reexamination, es.-

pccially in the light of what we know'-(a). about the culturally biased

"hidden curriculum" that exists in.any enduring system of social interaction100,

(b) about the circumstances children and adolescents need to develop a secure.

sense of identity an0 se1f-worth,
101

and (c) about the simplistic "cult of

efficiency" logic led co creation of our often-massive public,schools

'and even more unwieldy schobl systems.
102

We must investigate cities (e.g.,

Washington, D.C.) An which upwardly mobile blacks have gravitated increasingly

from the public to the.nonpublic sChoolsi and'of the consequences, for both

systems and for black families, of this.fundamental shift. We requir Ote

knowledge of areas where; as an opposite development,-the bulk Ofwhite stu-

dents have move'd into nonpublic schools, leaving public schools to the blacks;-

the long-term ramifie-atiOns of this'development; only sketchily alluded to

7 3-
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in avaiLble $ .tudies, eoul,d he .sbattering, as we suggested earlier: Studies

of symbiotic relationships between publicand nonpublic schools in times of

rapid neighborhood change seem long,- long overdue,.especially in the light

.of.the angry unsupported assertions on this topic that appear in daily.,news7

papers. 'Recent experimentation in inner-city church-xelated .schools should

be documented, and its long-range outcomes traced. We ought to ascertain

tha track record of the numerous consortia, associations, etc., created by

nonpublic schools under financihl stress. Further work is called for con-

eerning the assumption, made 'bY Nevin and Bills in their "protest sthoW

,study, and by many other scholars in other contekts,.that .there is wide-

spread consensus in our socity, or even empirical evidence, to support cer-,

tain ideas, very common among professional educators, pf what constituteS..the

"good" school. It may turn but, ironically, that the nation's nonpublic ?

schools provide the most promisingresearch laboratoq for finding solutions-

to some problems in public schools, to say nothing of the fact that we should

assuage the cdrrent widespread ignorance about the nonpublic schools that

enroll,almost 10 per cent of the nation's sVdentS at elementary and seeon-.

dary levels.

A
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TABLE 1A.
,

Number of U.S. Roman Catholilementary and
SeCondary Schools, 1965-6c) to 1975-76

\

Year Elementary % Change \ Secondary % Change

/-

1965-66 10,879
;

H 3

1966-67 10,843, - 0,3 2.358 2.3
.,

1967-68 10,603 - 2.2 \2,356 0.0

1968-69 0,338 - 2.5 \2,248 4.6
\

1969-70 9,695 - 6.2 2,,076 - 7.7

1970-71 9,370 - 3..4 1,980 4.6

1971-72 - 4.1 1,859 6.1

::9786:

\

1972-71 - 2.4 1,790 - 3.7

1973-74 8,569 - 2.2 1.,70 - 35

197-75 , 8,437 - 1.5 1,690 - 2.2

1975-76 8,340 - ],1 1,653 - 2.2

I3ource: National Catholic Education Asdociat,ion
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TABLE 2A; Student Enrollment in U.S. Roma:. Catholic Elementary and
t

Secondary Schools, 1965-66 to 1975-76

Year
Elementary
Enrollments

1, Change A Change..
Previous Base
Year Year

---2---77-77777777771777
Secondary Previous Base

Enrollments Year Year

2965-66 4,492,000. 1,082,000

1966-67 4,384,000 - 2.4 - 2.4 1,093,000 + 1.0 + 1.0

1967-68 4,143,000 - 5.5 - 7.8 1,099,000 + 0.5 + 1.6

1968-69 3,903,000 - 5.8 -13.1 1,080,oco 1.7 - 0.2

1969-70 3,451,000 -11.6 1,026,000 - 5.0 - 5.2

1970-71. 3,356,000 - 2.8 -25.3 1,008,0.,0 - 1.8 - 6.8

1971-72 3,r76,000 - 8.3 -31.5 960,000 - 4.8 -11..3

1972-73 2,874,000 - 64,6 -36.0 927,000 - 3.4 -14,3

1975-74 2,714,000 - 5.6 -39.6 907,000 - 2.2 -16,2

1974-75 2,602,000 - 4.1 -42.1 902,000 - 0.6 -16.6

1975-16 2,525,000 5.0 -1,3.8 890,000 - 1.3 -17.7

-,ource?! ::ational Catholic Education Association
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TABLE. 3A. Urban, ':;uburbdn and Rural Dispersion of. U.S.
Catholic,Elementary and Secondary School:;,

1q67-68, 1970-71, 1973-74

Elementary Schools: 1967-68 1970-71 1973-74,

Within Major City Limits 4,613 4,338 4,.006

Major City Suburbs 2,595 2,286

Small Town/Rural 3,142 2,746 2,387

Total -10,350 9,370 8,.569

Secondary Schools:

Within Major 12ity.Limits 1,l6Ls. 1,073 926

Major City Suburbs 596 505

Small Town/Rural 517 402 336

Total 2,277 . 1,980 1,728

Source: National Catholic Educat!on Association



TABLE 4A. linority Group W.emberships in U.S. Roman Catholic
Elementary and Secondary SchoolS, 1970-71, 1972-73

1970-71
Elementary: No, %

American Negro 174,000 5.2
Spanis Surnamed 215,000 6.4
Orien.,t1 American 17,000 .5
AMerican Indian 5,000 .4
All Others 2,935,000 87,5
,Total 3,356,000 100.0

Secondary:
American Negro 38,000 3.3
Spanish Surnamed. 47,000 4.7
Oriental American 4,0.00 .4
Ame7ican Indian 2,000 .2

A11.0thers 917,000 90.9
Total 1 008 000 100 0

All SchOols:
American Negro 212.000 4.9
Spanish Surnamed 262,000 6.0
Oriental American 21,000 .5
American Indian 17,000 .

All Others 8 22.000 88.2
Total ,3 ,poo 100.0

1972-
No

201,0W,
184,000
20,000
6,000

2,460,000

7.0
6,4
:7
.2

84...1

2,871,000 100 0

46,00o 5.0
50,000 5.4
5,000 .5
1,000 .1

817,000
919.000

_89.0
100.0

247,000 6,5
234,000 6.2
25,000 .7
7,000 , 2

3,277,000 86.4

12224222 100.0

Soure: National Catholic Education Association

7 7
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TABLE 5A. Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod Elemeni:ary and
Secndary Schools, 1965-1975

Year Elementary Schools

1965 1364

1966 1332

1967 1319

1968 1273

1969 1230

1970 1207

1971 1170

1972 .1238

1973 1236

1974 (1227

197$ 1225

5 Change ligh Schools % Change

- 2.3

1.0,

- 3.5

- 3.4

-, 1.9

- 3.1

+ 5.8

- 0.2

- 0.7

- 0.2

24

24

24

0.0

0.0

25 + 4.2

25 0.0

26 + 4.0

27.. + 3.8

30 +11.1

33 +10.0

35 + 6.0

36 + 2.9

Source: Board of Pa-rish Education, The Lutheran Church --
Missouri Synod

88 ,
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TABLE 6A. Student Nembership in the schools cf.the Lutheran.
Church -- Nissouri Synod., 1965-1975

Year

{.",

Enrollment
5 Change

from Previous Year
% Change ,

from Base Year

1965 171,966
1

(base year)

1966 170,516 - - 0.8 - 0.8

1967 169,750 - 0.4 - 1.3

1968 167,199 - 1.5 ,8

1969 166,381 - 0.5 - 3.2

1970 163,386 - 1.8' - 5.0

1.371 158,723 - 2.9 - 7.7

19721 164,086 + 3.4 -

1973 164,695 0.0 4.2 .

165,540 + 0.1 - 3.7

2,75 165,604 0.0 -.2.7

I, Af4r In2 the Pari.sh Board of Education included in their
enroilmen totals all special education and prekindergarten
studeflts.

Source: 3oard of Parish Education, Lutheran Church -- Mssouri
Synod
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TABLE 7A, Student Memberships in the Elementary and Community
High Schools of The Lutheran Church -- Missouri

Synod, 1965-1975

Year
Elementary School
Enrollments % Change

High School
Enrollments % Change.

1965 160,822 11,144

1966 159,216 - 1.0 11,300 +

1967 158,047 - 0.7 11,703 + 3.6

196P 1.8 12,018 + 2,7

196J 153,912 --O.8 12,469 + 3.8

1970 150.613 - 2.1 12,773 + 2.4

1971 146,180 - 3.0 12,543 - 1.8

1972 151,4821 + 3.6 12,604 + 0,5

1973 151,476 0.0 13,219 + 4.9

1974 151,885 0.0 13,655 + 3.3

1975 151,969 0.0 13,635 - 0.1

1. Beginnipg in 1972, children in special education and pre
kindergarten programs were inclUded in the elementary
school enrollment totals.

Source:. Board of Parish Education, The Lutheran Church --
Missouri Synod

90



TABLE A. ,

Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod
Schodre, 1965-1975

Elementary

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965

1966

228

22.13.

1949 232 + 1.9

1969 237 + 2.2

1969 23'5 - 0.8

1970 2L.4 + 3.8

1971 2.52 3.3

1972 256 + 1.6

264 + 3.1

1974 272 +

1975 2931 + 7.7

81

1., In 1975, the Wisconsin Synod also maintained 11 high
schools.

Source::: The Wisconsin Synod Board for larish Education

9.1
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TABLE 9A. Student Enrollments in the Elementary and High
Schools of the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran
Synod, 1965-1975

Year
5/0 Change

Enrollment from Previous Year
'It Change

from Base Year

1965 27,448 (base year)

1966 274572 + 0.5
,

+ 0.5

1967 28,002 + 2.0 + 2.0

1968 28,634 + 2.3 + 4.3

1969 28,719 + 0.2 + 4.6

1970 29,050 + 3.2 + 5.8

1971 29,494 + 1.4 + 7.5

1972 29.656 + 0.5 +, 8.0

1973 29,912 + 0.8 + 9.0

1974 29,981. + 0.2 + 9.2

1975 31,183 + 4.0 +13.6

SourCel Wisconsin Lutheran Board of Parish Education



TABLE 10A. Chr3stian Day Schools of the American Lutheran
Church, 1965-1975

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965

1966

1967

127

178

136

+ 40.2

- 23.6

1969 134 - 1.5

1969 154 + 14.9

1970 145 - 5.8'

1971 141 - 2,8

1972 178 4 26,2

1973 168 - 5.6

1974 159 - 5.4

1975 k 168 +

83

Source: Mr; Donald Vetter, Director,for Elementary schools,
The American Lutheran Church



TABLE 11A., tudent iv.embership in the Christian Day Schools
of the American Lutheran Church 1965-1975

Year Enrollment
-% Change

from Previous Year
% Change

from Base Year

1965 89795 (base year)

1966 10,662 + 21.2 + 21.2

1967 9,104 - 14.6 + '3.5

1968 9,116 0.0 + 3.6
/

1969 9,984 + 10.0 +.13.5,
.,

1970 9,926 - 0."6 + 12...94M

1971 10,284 + 3.6 + 16.9

1972 139958 + 34.8 + 57.6

1973 ,14,614 + 55 + 66.2

1974 15,262 + 4.4 + 73.5

1975 16,121 + 5.6 + 83.3

V Source: Er. Donald Vetter, Director for Elementary Schools,
The American Lutheran Church

9 I
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TABL-...- 12A.

85

,

Number of iember Schools of the, National Union of\
Christian Schools, 1966-19751

Year Number of ,Schodls % Change

1966

7

215

1967 217 . + 0.9

1968 218
..

+ 0.4

1969
.

,

217 - 0,5'.

'1970 222

1.

1971
.

226 + 1.8

.1972 , .214 - 5.3

1973 211 - 1.4

1974 211 0.0
T

1975 211
.

1.. U.S. schools only.

NOtel \Between 1970, and 1975. 3.7 new schools joined the Unioh,
.1 18 sc-hools closed, 4 schOols entered, mergerq.,,. and 21

schools resigned membership.

Source! National Union of Christian Schools

+a

,

.
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IABLE 13.A. Student Membership in the U.S. Schools of the
National Union of Christian Schools, 066-1975

Year Enrollment
% Change

from Previous Tear
% Change

from Base Year

l9Y 51,240
.

(base year)

1967 50:282 - 1.9 1.9

'i:968 50;637 +.0.7. - 1.2
f

1969 50301 , 0.7 - 1.8

1970 51.1132 + 1.8 - 0.1
.,

1971 51,134 - 0.1 - 0.2

1972 51,f'' + 0.9 + 0.6'

.1973 51,1,. - 0.9 - 0.2

1974 .4:;,759 - 2.7 2..:9

kw-

1975 4?,';'5 - 2.4 - 5,2.

Sourcei-:National Union of Christiari Schools

86
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TABLE 14A. Number of Member Schools in the U.S. National
Association of Christian Schools, 1965-1975

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965 228

1966 230 + 0.8

1967 224 - 2.6

1968 236 + 5.4

1969 268 +13.6

1970 297 +10.8

1971 313 + 5.4

1972 268 -14.4

az;
1973 205 -23.5

1974 141 -31.1

1975 153 + 8,5

Source: National Association of Christian Schools
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TABLE 15A. Student Membership in the f,ember Schools of the
U.S. National Association of Christian Schools,

1965-1975

Year Enrollment
% Change

from Previous Year
% Change

from Base Year

1965 32,002 (base year)

1966 32,879 + 2.7 + 2.7

,1967 32,139 - + 0.4

1968 37,107 +1,5.5 +15.9

1969 45,492 +22.6 +42.1

1970 50,860 +11.8 +58.9

1971 57,808 +13.7 +80.6

1972 53,144 -.8.1 +66.1

1973 32,611 -38.6 + 1.9:

1974 20,028 -38.6 -37.4

.1975 23,185 +15.8 -27.2

Source: National Association of Christian Schools
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TABLE 16A. Number of Member Schools of the Western Associa-
tion of Christian Schools, 1965-1975

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965 68

1966 102 + 50.0

1967 132 + 29.4

1968 146 + 10.6

1969 162 + 11.0

1970 211 + 30.2

1971 246 + 16.6

1972 308 25.2.

1973 350 + 13.6

1974 408 + 16.6

1975 5041 + 23.5

1. During the previous year, the California Association of
Christian Schools was rechartered as the Western Associa-
tion of Christian Schools. Part of the increase in the
1975 fir7ures reflects a geographic expansion of the
k:sociation boundaries.

Source: Western Association of-Christian Schools.
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TABLE 17A, Student Enrollments in U.S. Member Schools of the
Western Association of Christian Schools, 1965-'

1975

% Change % Change
.Year Enrollment from Previous Year from Base Year

\ 1965 11,388

1966 14,659 + 28.7

1967 21,168 + 44.4 + 85.9

1968 26,012 + 22,9 '+128.4

1969 29,426 + 13.1 +158.4

1970 32,327 + 9.9 +183.9

1971 34,949 + 8.1 +206.9

1972 39,360 +.12.6 +245.6

1973 46,032 + 17.0 +304.2

1974 52,459 + 14.0 +360.7

1975 63,131 + 20.3 +454.4

Source: Western Association of Christian Schools.



TABLE 18A. Number of U.S. Assembly.of God Christian Day
Schools, 1965-1975

Year Number of Schools % Chanpe

1965 31

1966 40 + 29.0

1967 34 - 15.0

196B 35 + 2.9

1969 37 +-

1970 60 + 62,2

1971 60 0.0 \
1972 73 + 21.7

1973 69 5.5

1974 81 + 17.4

1975 1551 + 91.4

91.

1. This'increase refl cts in part more systematic information
,c7atherim7 procedur Oa

Source: Rev. Hardy Seinberg, National Director, General
Council of ie Assemblies of God, Division of
Christian E ucation
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7L'A3LE 19A. Enrollment Trends ill_ U.S. Assembly:of God Christian

/

Day :Schools, 1965-1975

i

Year
/

,

Enrollment
. Change

from Previous Year
, %. Chanp7o
from oase Year

////
1965 3,110 (base year)

1966 3.592 +45.5 + 15.5

1967 4,059 + 13.0 + 30.5

1968 4,398 + 8.4 + 41.4

1969 5,123 + 16.5 + 64.7

1970 7,462 + 45.7 +139.9

1971 7,008 - 6.1 +125.3

-972 10,827 + 54.5 +248.1

1973 11,276 + 4.1 +262.6

1974 13,157 + 16.7 4:323.1

1975 21,9211 + 66.6 +604.8

1. Part of this major increase is attributable to more effec-
tive information gathering'procedures.

Source: Rev. Hardy Steinberg, National Director, General
Council of the Assemblies of God, Division of
Christian Education



TABLE 20A. 1ember Schools in the U.S. National Society for
Hebrew Day Schools (Torah Umesorah), 1965-1975

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965 323

1966 330, + 2.3

1967 339 4 2,7

1968 349 -1-2.9

1969 362 + 3.7

1970.. 378 + 4.4

1971 392 + 3.7

1972 401 + 2.3

1973 413 + 3.0

1974 422 + 2.2

1975. 427 + 1.2

93 .

Sources National Society for Hebrew Day Schools

1 utd
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TABLE 21A, Student Enrollments in the Member Schools,of the'
U.S. National Society for Hebrew Day Schools

(Torah Umenorah) 1965-1975
.

Year Enrollment
Change . io Change

,from Previous Year from Base Year

1965 61,300 (base year)

1966 67,300 + 5.5 + 5.5

1967 68,900 + 2.4 + 8.0

1968 71,000 + 3.9 +11.3

1969 73,000 + 2:8 +14.4

1970 75,000 + 2.7 +17.6

1971 80,000 +10.7 +25.4

1972 80,300 + 0.4 +25.9

1973 81,200 + 1.1 +27.3

1974 82,000 + 1.0 +28.5

1975 .. 82,200 0.0 +28.5

Source: National Society for Hebrew Day Schools

I
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TABLE 22A. Number of Solomon Schachter Schools (United
Synagogues of America), 1965-1975

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965 16

1966 20,
q + 25.0

1967 22 + 10.0

1968 24 1 9.1

1969
-

. 29 + 20.8

1970 432 + 10.3

1971 37 + 15.6

1972 Al + 10.8

1973 41 0.0

1974 43 4.9

1975 46 + 7.0

9 5

Source: United Synagogue Commission on Jewish Education

^



TABLE 23A. Solomon Schachter School Enrollments, 1965-1975

% Change % Change
Year Enrollment from Previous Year froth BaSe Year

..0

1')65 3,409

1966 .3,903

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

19715

+ 11.9

4,683 9.4

5,630 + 20.2

5,860 + 4.1

6,309 + ,7.7

6,733 + 6.7

7,387 +

7.,837 + 6.1

8,262 + 5.4

ibase
.

+ 11.9

+ 2217

+ 34,2

+ 61:4

+ 68.0

-+ 80.8

+ .93.0

+111.7

+124.6

+136.8

source: UnitedSynagogue Commission on Jewish Education

rc*.
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114
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.,TABLE 24A. Number of Member Schools in the U.S. Nati,onal
Association of Independent,SchOols, 1965-1975

,97

st *la INIMIC=3=1:1=1/`

Year Number of Schools % Change

1965 703

1966 - 726 + 3.3

1967 768 + 5,8
A.

1968, 766

1969 774 + 1 0

1970 777 4' 044
0

1971 770 ."*. 0.9

1972 779 + 1.2

1973 781 '+ 0.2
.

1974 774 -.0.9

1975 770 0.5

Sources National Association of Independent Schools

1 u7
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TADLE 25A.

48

'...udent Enrollments in the.;4ember Schoolh'of.the -

National Association of Independent Schools,
1965-1(..5

Year Enrollment
,

Charwe.
from Previous Year

y% Chanre
from-Base Year

'1965

1966 .

199,329

220,722 + 10.7

(,base year)

+ 10.7

1967 226,138 ,+ 25

+++ 45

1962 244,524. + R:1 ..

E171969.- 242,205 _ , q;(-)

Vr--0 221,21() - + 11,0
.

, ,../.

1971 2!5,172
:

+ 13.0

+1972 2601150 + 1546- 3.0:6

-1973 269;207 + 3.0: + 34.6

1974 275,352 + 38.1

.*

1575 277-, 406 .4.° 0,-, + 39.2

1 8



TABLE26A, Subgroup Enrollment Chanes in the National Association of. Independent Schools, 1964-65 to

1975-76

Schoyls

11.1.1.111.11.1.....1.
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 :1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

1.

-65 -66 -67 -68 -69 -70 c-71 ,-72 -73 -74 -75 '..76

104.R

Girls day 0,6 1.3 3,7 1.4 3,2 1,1 -0,4 -0,9 1.1 46 2,1 -0.1

Girls' boarding 0,5 -1,9 4,2 2,7 1,4 -2,2 -2,9 -743 -147 -1,2 1,4 1.3.

Boys' day 2,7 :1,1 1,9 4,1 2,7 1,3 0,2 2,3 0,9 2,1 1,3 1,6

Boys' boarding 2,5 2,2 249\ 0.6 0.9 0.0 -3.3 -0.9. .-0.1 -0,1 3,4 1,1

Coed day 2,1 3,9 4,2 3,2 4,3, 217 3,1 .3,0 3.8 1.1 3.1 1.3.

.Coed day clemtary 5.5 5,1 4,2 3,5 6.9 5,5 5,5. 2,4 1.6 2,8 0,7 0,1

Coed toa1,7g 0,6 2,0 IA 2,6 LI -0,2 -212 -2;0 112 2,6 0,4 .1,8

'Total enrollthent,

- all schools In 2,3, 2,1 3,3 2,6 3,3 1 8 1,1 1,1 2,1 1,2 1,0

This table demonstrates the year-to-year percentage change in enrollment for the seven categories of

member schools, and the total membership,

,The first column of figures shows the percent of increase in
,

enrollment over the previdus schOol year,'

1963.64, and so bn across the table (decreases noted,by

The table revealsi

(a) The steady growth in overall enrollment for the total membership through the twelve year period.

(b) The decline (loss of students) experienced by the boarding schools, starting in 1969 and continuing

through 1973. The increases in the last two years indicate that they are on the way to recouping

their losses,

(c),A consistent growth pattern for day schools, with the exception of Girls' schools where gains and

losses since 1970 have about balanced out, Weakness is noted also in the Coed day elementary - 0

category in the last two years,
0

'Sources Natibnal Association.of Independent School0Boston)

1u9
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TABLE 27A, Episcopal Schools
1975-76

in America, 1966-67 and

Schools/Enrollments 1966-1967 1975-1976 % Change

18

2,

3.

Enrollment total

Number of schools

Elementary Boarding

59.437

347

3

76,436

402

5

+ 28.6

+ 15.9

+ 66.7

4. Secondary Boarding w/
or w/out day students 92. 107 + 16.3

5. r,!ilitary schoc!!_s 8 2 - 75,0

6. Elementary day 102 239 .:- 134,3

7, Seeondary day
..,

28 38 4.- 35.7

8. K-12 schools 28 44 57.1

Sources Directories of the National,Asseciation of Episcopal.
"Schools, 1966-67 and 1975-76'



TABLE 28A. Number of Quaker Friends Schools, U.S., 1965-1975

Year Number,of Schools % Chang .

1965 51

1966 51 0.0

1967 51 0.0

1968 52 + 2.0

1969 52 0.0

1970 52 0.0

1971 53 + 1.9

1972 53 0.0

1973 57 + 7.5

1974 57 0,0

1975 58 + 1.8

Source: Friends Council on Education

1 1;')
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TABLE 29A. Student Enrollments in U.S. ..luaker Friends
Schools, 1965-1975

% Change % Change
Year Enrollment from Previous Year from Base Year'-,

1965 10,878 (base year)

1966 11,119 + 2.2 + 2.2

1967 11,373 + 2.3 + 4.6.

1968 11,600 + 2.0 + 66.

1969 12,.32.1 ± 6.2 + 13.3

1970 -13,706 +11.2 -+ 26.0

1971 13,786 + 0.6 .+ 26.7

1972 13,430 - 2.6 + 23-.5

1973 13,948 + 3.9 + 28.2

1974, 13,801 - 1.1 + 26.9

Source: Friends Coundil on Education

1
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TABLE 30A. Mennonite Secondary School Students, 1965-1975

Year Enrollment
% Change

from Previous Year
% Change

from Base Year

1965

1966

2309

2399
, 3.9 + 3.9

1967 2392 - 0.3 + y.6

1968 2297 - 4.0 .: 0.5 v

1969 2175 - 5.3 5.8

1970 2196,, + 1.0 -,4.9

1971 2202 +
.
0.3, - 4.6

1972 2170 - 1.5 - 6.0

41973, 2283 + 5.2 - 1.1

1074 2331 + 2..1 + 1.0

1975 2490 + 6.8 .4:' 7.8

.Source: Mennonite Board of Education

114
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TABLE 31A. Enrollment Changes in American Nonpublic Alter-
native.Schools, 1970 & 1975, Reported by State

STATE 1970 1975

Alabama 170
Alaska 60
Arizona 55 107
Ar'cansas 41 48
California 3,283 3,572
Colorado 176 578
Connecticut 306 581
Delaware 0 N14.0

Florida 76 424
Georgia 20 612 N
Hawaii 42 176 N
Idaho 20 26
Illinois 676 2,122
Indiana 70 404
Iowa 0 68
Kansas 38 181
Kentucky 53
Louisiana 40 0

Daine 307 206
Maryland '139 65
Massachusetts 1,023 2,364
Michigan 103- 784
Mirmesota 396 429
Missouri 455 1,192
Nebraska 0 198
New Hampshire' 137 64
New Jth-sey 323 2 5
New Mexico 199 541
New York 2,184 2 ,411
North Carolina 0 72 ,

Ohio 0 365 1,912
Oklahoma -5 45
Oregqn 88 245
Pennsylvania 298 714
Rhode Island 64 37
South Carolina 45 20
Tennessee 24 0

-Texas 157 298
J.Jtah 55 35
Vermont 208 192
Virginia 81
Washingtop 530 641
Washington., D.C. 97 9??
West Virginia 20 6-

Wisconsin , 715

13,140 23,498 (79% incrE

.(39 states)
,

(42 states)
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TABLE 32A. Enrollment Trendd in U.S. K-12 Public Schools,
1966-1975

Year
Enrollmenti

(in thousands)
% Change

from Previous Year
% Change

from Base Year

1966 43,039 (base year)

1967 43,,891 2. + 2.0 + 2,0

1968 44.,944 .+ 2.4 + 4.4

1969 45,619 + 1.5 + 6.0

1970 45,909 0,6 6.7

1971 ,46,081 +, 0.3 + 7.1

1972 45,744 0.7 + 6.3

1973 45,409 - 0.7 + 5.5

.1974 Li:5,056 - 0.8 "4- 4.7

1975 44:7o02 - 0.8 . ,+ 3.9

1. 7nrollment figures for the years 1966-73 secured from, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National
Center for Educational Statistics,_Pro.Vections'of Education
Statistics to 1983-84, 1974 Edition. ,Washington, D.C.:'
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975, 21. Enrollment-
figures for the years''1974-73 secured from, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Center for
Education Statistics, The Condition of Education, 1976
Edition. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1976, 16.

2, Estimated.

1
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